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ABOUT THE SCHOOL  

W. B. Yeats once famously said, “Education is not the filling a pail but the 
lighting of fire.” It is an enduring tradition to take time to pause, and introspect 
at the prolific year gone by, achieving both the expected and the fortuitous, 
while setting various milestones, and then synergizing ourselves to 
recalibrate the shortfalls and surge ahead to face the challenges in the 
coming year, with a positive attitude.  

G.D. Goenka Public School Dwarka is a pace-setter educational institute set 
in the midst of plush verdancy in Dwarka. The school ensures to its pupils 
maximum exposure to a wide gamut of knowledge through project works, 
audio- visual aids, educational excursions and learning by hands-on 
experiences. Art integration and experiential learning spur the teachers to 
strive and develop a motley of perspectives among students and encourage 
them to shed the conservative, sub-optimal mentality and embrace the 
shifting prototype with open arms. GDGPSD doesn’t believe in run-of-the-
mill, indiscriminate approach of imparting knowledge and has been 
constantly developing its own course material, keeping the requirements of 
learners as top priority.  

School ensures a close alignment with NEP for curriculum planning, 
designing and execution. Moreover, school has been part of various pilot 
projects of CBSE and has introduced an assemblage of avant-garde skill 
based subjects like FMM, FND, Tourism, Home Science, Yoga, Artificial 
Intelligence to name a few. The teachers of school work in close cohesion 
with CBSE and are in the Author’s panel for the board.  



In the past few years the school has risen from strength to strength and has 
carved a niche for itself in various realms of multifaceted education. 
Herculean efforts have been made to ensure multi-pronged, bottom-up, 
people centric, inclusive, collaborative approach in designing and execution 
of the curriculum. The ground breaking efforts have led to a paradigm shift 
in honing accurate know-hows and proficiencies and in creating bolstered 
educational ecosystem for a new morrow.  

Vision:  

We at GDGPSD envision setting global ideals in the realm of education and 
creating footprints in ultra-modern educational standards that will create 
benchmarks in molding denizens for a better tomorrow through an 
internationally recognized school framework. The ideological edge and the 
deeply imbibed values at GDGPSD provide a Launchpad for all those who 
pass through our portals.  

Mission:  

Creating a bedrock of cultural bonhomie in this land of ancient wisdom where 
diversity is woven in the very fabric of being and raising outstanding world 
citizens who can contribute to the furtherance of humanity through 
affirmative thoughts and deeds. 

 
ACADEMICS  

G. D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka, is an English medium, co-educational 
Senior Secondary School and is affiliated to the Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE). Using English as the medium of instruction, the entire 
establishment works only with the sole objective of providing wholesome 
education to a student.  

Believing in learning par excellence, the school provides all-round, quality 
education, aimed at character building and sound development of a child's 
personality. The school would provide core subjects like mathematics, 
languages, social studies and science to ensure the development of a child 
takes place right from the nascent stages.  

The school advocates the system of integrated curriculum in which a 
unit/topic is taught across different disciplines using a specific set of 
methods. This helps our children to make connections across curriculum. 
Activities, project work, presentations, educational trips, guest lectures are 
an indispensable part of our curriculum so that the concept formation is 



strong and lasting. The framework also keeps in mind the 'months' of the 
school which are celebrated every month like environment, literary, cultural, 
science, cosmic, week etc. The syllabus for the subjects is as prescribed by 
C.B.S.E.  

Here the teacher becomes the group coordinator initiating work, nurturing 
students without the phobia of examinations and homework. Development 
of oral and written expression is emphasized upon. Home assignments are 
not a carry-over of class work but oriented towards honing individual talents.  

For the tiny tots, the play-way method of teaching is adopted and individual 
attention is paid to make learning a pleasurable pursuit. The classes are 
theme-designed so as to provide learning by observation & doing; co-relating 
knowledge and its application. Wherever possible, an extensive use of 
audio-visual aids and practical demonstrations are also carried out to ensure 
learning is not a monotonous experience, but an enriching and interesting 
activity.  

 

PERSONALIZED ATTENTION  

We understand that each child is unique and has specific needs. Hence, the 
child is the centre of all our planning and effort.  

Our student-teacher ratio makes it possible for each child to get individual 
attention and special care. We keenly observe children in different aspects 
of school life, identify their talent and provide them with ample opportunities 
to develop holistically. We also identify any special needs that the child may 
have and fulfil those needs without delay.  

Remedial sessions are provided to the children to enable them to reach their 
optimum level of performance. Our teachers are also always willing to give 
their time, whether in the lunch break or after school, to those students who 
may require extra time to scaffold their learning. We also work consistently 
with students preparing for any special event or competition. 

 
PRE-PRIMARY WING  

The students are given a rock-solid foundation in reading, writing, 
speaking, counting, arithmetic, mathematical, logical thinking, problem 
solving and in being creative so that lifelong learning becomes easier, 
faster, individualized and enjoyable. 

To make learning more individualized the school has replaced 
compartmentalized timetable with ‘Slate of the day’. This flexi-timetable 
gives learner more liberty to tweak pace of learning as per requirement. 
Thematic approach to learning makes it long lasting and easier to correlate 
different subjects through integrated approach.  



The learning material has been designed by the teachers to integrate art 
and also with a focus on experiential learning. The creation of content by 
the members of faculty gives them a feeling of ownership and also 
stimulates them to evolve their strategies.  

Special focus on development of language through introduction of reading 
material with Indian context. The story books have a rich flavor of Indian 
value system and glimpses of our rich heritage. The children are not only 
motivated by Indian heroes and stories but also imbibe Indian culture.  

Activities like role play, storytelling, puppetry, nature walks and interaction 
with members of community helps to give them an everlasting impact 
through 'Experiential Learning'.  

Introduction of new enriching vocabulary words through Carpe Diem slides 
helps them to strengthen their word power.  

Multilingual skills are encouraged at a very early stage and therefore 
French, German and Sanskrit along with Hindi are introduced and 
encouraged at a very early age.  

Multi-level, flexible, discovery-based system to teach alphabets, numbers 
and basic communication skills. A special mention to pedagogical 
framework that emphasizes on developing socio-emotional skills like 
empathy, cooperation and teamwork to mention a few which help in holistic 
development of children at the foundational stage.  

Flexible seating arrangements with age appropriate ergonomically 
designed furniture.  

Safe, engaging and stimulating learning materials and teaching aids which 
are environment friendly are designed by the teachers.  

Special sessions for parents and teachers to enable them to actively 
support children’s learning needs in a hands-on and prioritized way.  

In concurrence with NEP the school also gives due importance to teaching 
in Mother tongue.  
PRIMARY WING  

By now a child becomes familiar with the environment of school and is 
accustomed to formal education and formal system of assessments. The 
subjects taught are English, Hindi, Mathematics, G.K., EVS. and 
Computers.  

At this juncture the children are introduced to an additional language. They 
can choose from French, German and Sanskrit.  

The school ensures imbibing of a sound value system, social 
consciousness, concern for others and involvement in community both 
within or outside the school with a broad vision for humanity with 
compassion and sensitivity to issues around them. It also develops within 
students a will to face challenges in both work and play as also a sense of 
competence, self-confidence and emotional and physical well-being. 



Children are taught to appreciate the dignity of human labour. Sports and 
other co-curricular activities remain an integral part of curriculum.  

Curriculum has been redesigned in each subject to its core essentials, and 
space has been made for critical thinking and more holistic, discussion-
based and analysis-based learning. Communication skills in entirety have 
been brought to the fore. The students indulge in active discussions, 
reading, speaking and role-plays.  

Taking inspiration from the NEP, rigid compartmentalization between 
subjects has been removed. Thematic teaching has been planned. For 
e.g., if the students are learning about animals in EVS, same theme is 
continued in English. Not just the text but grammar exercises too have 
been designed around it. This also included doing away with books and 
designing our own content.  

MIDDLE WING  

Middle school seeks to consolidate what the Junior school had initiated. 
The school at this level endeavors to promote an able and diverse student 
body. It encourages in each member the traits of curiosity, creativity, 
leadership, flexibility, intellectual risk taking, independence of thought and 
respect for scholarship. At this level students are given a wider horizon to 
expand their wings and are given a wide array of languages to choose 
from.  

Through a balance mix of scholastic and co scholastic activities, it seeks 
to build a more egalitarian basis for social and personal growth. Children’s 
freedom and space is respected to enable them to blossom into well-
groomed individuals. The school encourages them to develop an attitude 
for lifelong learning that determines the quality of motivation and strength 
of commitment. 

 
 

SENIOR WING  

Senior school aims to provide holistic education, facilitating students to 
achieve their optimum potential and equipping them to meet the 
challenges of life. The school accordingly envisions equipping young 
students to face the rigours of pursuing excellence in different fields when 
they eventually move to centers of higher learning elsewhere. The senior 
school endeavours to prepare them for the same by providing them 
bedrock of discipline and self-actualization, through consistent hard work. 
The school also concurrently channelises their thoughts and energies into 
the right direction by giving them a plethora of opportunities in academic 
and non-academic fields. All this is done while treating them as adults and 
giving them freedom of thought and action though within the parameters 
of discipline and propriety. The school provides each student with a 



diverse education in a safe and supportive environment that promotes self- 
discovery, motivation and excellence in learning  

It lays stress on the development of multidenominational, physical and 
moral values considered essential for a wholesome growth. The school 
embodies the desire to help mould young minds in the finest tradition of 
all round education where each child is a winner. Towards this goal the 
school joins proactively with parents and community to assist the students 
in developing skills to become independent and self-sufficient adults who 
will succeed in contributing responsibly in a global community.  

The school doesn’t believe in providing tightly compartmentalized subject 
choices to students. Over the years the school has been proactive in offering 
a variety of subject choices to students that not only cater to their interest 
but also spur their interest in their domain of choices. This step has been 
echoed in the New Education Policy and aims to give our students liberty in 
choosing domains of interest.  

AREA AND BUILDING  

Spread over four acres/16 thousand square meters, G. D. Goenka Public 
School, Dwarka is an English Medium, co-educational Senior Secondary 
School. The building has a unique U-shaped architectural design on four 
levels. The furniture is ergonomically designed to cater to the needs of 
growing children of every age group.  

A spacious, elegant reception and verdant playgrounds provide a very 
welcoming façade to the school.  

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT  

World class air-conditioned classrooms, activity rooms etc. are designed for 
greater. Smart boards are installed in every class and these provides 
interactive learning with an e-access even at home.  

Optimum teacher-student ratio of 1:20 ensures individual attention. Our 
pupils are encouraged and guided to develop analytical and problem solving 
skills.  



Special tutorial/remedial teaching, both during and after school hours are 
arranged according to the need of each child.  

SPORTS AND GAMES 

Facilities exist for all indoor and outdoor games. Special coaching for 
Cricket, Basketball, Yoga & Tae-kwon-do are available outside school 
hours. Play equipment designed especially for the Preppers and Primary 
School children keeps them active and in good spirits.  

The school has its own swimming pool within the premises with separate 
changing rooms and showers for boys and girls. Special Coaching is held 
after school hours. A male or female coach/ lifeguard is always present 
when students have swimming classes.  

The school also proudly acclaims training national and international level 
players in all sports.  

Sports coaching by ace national level coaches.  

Physical fitness provides channelising of energy and therefore Zumba, 
Aerobics and other such innovative and interesting exercises are a part 
of our daily time table. Our students have bagged honours at various 
National and International events and have brought Laurels not only to 
the school but also to the nation.  

Art Integrated Education  

Holistic education being the cornerstone of our education policy, we 
have integrated art into all domains of education so as to make 
teaching learning process a wholesome, interesting and lasting 
phenomenon.  

All forms of art and creativity like Painting, Dance, Music, and Craft 
are interwoven with the curriculum for all-inclusive results.  

Inter-disciplinary Linkage  

The school focuses on well-rounded learning experience of students. 
Therefore, lesson plans are designed in such a manner so that 
students can inter link one subject with another and a multi-
dimensional course is ready for them to cherish.  

Moral Education in collaboration with RK Mission  



Value based education often takes a back seat in the busy day at 
school, but, we at G.D. Goenka, Dwarka collaborated with R K Mission 
to start ‘ Awakened Citizen Programme’ for the students & teachers of 
Middle Wing. These young children are at a very impressionable age 
and lessons of love, deeply immersed in age old Indian values are 
imparted to our students.  

Meditation  

A normal day at G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka begins with a 
calming session of meditation, which is again repeated post the lunch 
break. Meditation not only calms the mind but also increases retention 
power.  

Close collaboration of our teachers with CBSE  

Ours teachers have been working in close collaboration with 
CBSE to work on the development of curriculum for various 
subjects like F&D, Tourism and Yoga. The expertise gained by 
the teachers is used to hone the teaching learning process.  

Experiential learning 

Hands on experience definitely helps children to cherish and 
retain experiences for a longer duration.  

The school organizes visits to theatres, puppet shows, monuments 
of historical and civic importance to help create a lasting impression 
on young minds. The students are then encouraged to create project 
based on their experience. Handling projects facilitates critical 
thinking, team work and time management. The children are 
motivated for tele-collaborative projects. The outcomes are 
rewarding to students and school and they are well connected to the 
real world.  

Blended learning  

Since change is the only way forward we at G.D. Goenka believe in 
keeping abreast of all the modern technological innovations. Blended 
teaching is a part of our methodology where the mentor and the mentee 
come on a shared platform to learn more about the wonders of the world.  

Amenities  



Music, Dance, Art & Craft  

The trained professionals in various fields of Music (Indian/Instrumental) 
& Dance forms (Classical/Folk/Contemporary) train & provide 
opportunities to the young Goenkan artists to learn & perform and create 
worlds of happiness. We encourage students to identify with these art 
forms and explore opportunities of expressions at:  

Tarana: Where students discover and learn the essentials of Indian 
Music.  

Kalakshetra : Where students explore the finesse of Indian Vocal Music. 
Nupur : Where students learn different forms of Indian dance – 
Classical, Folk & Contemporary.  

Twists & Twirls : Where students are trained in western styles of dance 
viz., salsa, jazz……  

Tremolo : Where students fine tune their talents in western music – 
Instrumental as well as Vocal.  

‘Quill & Canvas’  

the Art Room at G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka, activities are 
designed to foster artistic expression & creativity in Goenkans.  

An assortment of Art & Craft related activities are offered to the students 
to inculcate an ‘Artistic Temperament’. The art work of students is 
regularly displayed within the school and other Art exhibitions to motivate 
the young artists.  

School also also works in close tandem with Spic Macay, a voluntary 
youth movement which promotes intangible aspects of Indian cultural 
heritage by promoting Indian classical music, classical dance, folk music, 
yoga, meditation, crafts and other aspects of Indian culture all over the 
world and organises memorable sneak peaks into Indian culture through 
their performences. 

Our Classrooms  

At G D Goenka Public School, Dwarka, we ensure our students get 
classrooms that are not only spacious and airy, but also theme / subject-
based. At par with international standards, the entire campus has rooms 
and spaces conducive for children to learn and for teachers to teach. 
These ensure a close interaction with every student.  

A low student teacher ratio ensures comfortable seating and movement 
within the rooms. All classrooms are replete with modular furniture and 
extensive display boards to ensure students give their best to the process 
of learning and achievement. Each classroom is equipped with smart 
interactive board and relevant e-content.  



Our Laboratories  

At GDGPS, there is a great emphasis on 'learning by doing'. This is 
ensured by our well equipped laboratories. All our labs have 
independent work stations for our students. There are more than 
sufficient equipment and material in each lab. There are separate 
labs for Physics, Chemistry and Biology.  

Eureka (Science Lab)  

There is a Composite Science Lab to cater to the needs of learning 
of science. It has all necessary equipment, material and models  

Cuboid (Maths Lab)  

A well-equipped Maths lab inspires students to explore and learn. All 
the latest pedagogical tools in all shapes and hues invite one to 
experiment.  

Bhasha (Language Lab)  

Our modern well-equipped lab ensures individual attention to each 
child in terms of perfect phonetics. Kits are available for all languages 
taught at the school.  

Bits & Bytes (Computer Lab)  

The state of Art Computer Labs at GDGPS is fully equipped to 
provide child friendly activities through interesting software. Each 
child has his/her own work station to practise. There are different labs 
for Senior and Junior schools.  

 

Knowledge Hub  

The spacious library at GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka, is a state 
of the art library with ample e-resource, stocking an extensive 
reference and literary collection and CDs on a variety of subjects. 
Each e-station has access to the internet. Each child is encouraged 
to use these facilities for reference work to prepare projects. The 
library has more than 13,000 books and subscription of over 24 
journals of all genres for students and teachers. 

Cluster  

Developing the creative inclinations of pre-primary children is often 
time-consuming as well as tedious. In this regard, the school boasts 
of a large activity room which is well stocked with little kits, 
educational play systems and a range of equipment for pre- and 



primary school children. This is a place every child loves to be. The 
doll house, puppet theatre and mini kitchen are favourite of one and 
all.  

Play Ground  

At GDGPS students get access to expansive playfields – apt for sports 
like Football, Cricket, Volleyball, Tennis, Golf etc. The state-of-the-art 
infrastructure includes well maintained swimming pool with separate 
change rooms and showers for boys and girls and a special splash 
pool for little ones. There are facilities available for Badminton, 
Basketball, Table Tennis and other indoor and board games.  

Park equipment designed especially for the Pre School and 
Primary School children keeps them active and in good spirit. The 
school has a world class skating rink and facilities for Skating, 
Yoga and Taekwondo as well.  

Cafe O' School  

The school cafeteria serves food which restores balance in today's 
skewed diets. Since children and teenagers spend a significant amount 
of their time at school, it is imperative to address eating habits of 
children here. Students are served wholesome, nutritious and balanced 
mid day meal which is planned by a Dietary expert and is freshly & 
hygienically prepared in the school kitchen , under the supervision and 
guidance of qualified staff.  

Healing Touch  

GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka, boasts of an air-conditioned and 
resourceful infirmary that functions during school hours. A trained doctor 
and other medical professional is available to provide first aid and 
medical care to ensure every contingency is treated with utmost care and 
attention. A well equipped ambulance is also on standby for any 
emergency. All school buses are equipped with first aid facilities as well.  

ICT  

The whole school site is linked by a modern, high speed network that 
gives access to a wide range of generic and subject-specific software.  

The philosophy that underpins both the ICT curriculum and the distribution 
of hardware around the school is that ICT is a skill, rather like reading and 
writing, which is used in all subjects across the curriculum. Our aim is to 
teach and use ICT skills in almost all subject areas and to teach the use of 



packages such as Word or Excel within a real context as part of, for 
example, the science curriculum.  

The school has 182 workstations most of which are running Windows. 

Webinars /Workshops and Capsule classes organized by the 
school  

Education is the very cornerstone of an evolved society and educators are 
the obelisks that bolster the very structure of it .This time tested theory has 
once again stood the test of times during this pandemic. The educators at 
our school leave no stone unturned to keep the teaching learning process 
not only seamless but also exhilarating and riveting.  

Be it taking care of physical well-being through online yoga, aerobics and 
other fitness regimes neatly intertwined with the daily curriculum or mental 
well-being through aesthetic outlets like art, craft, dance or music. The 
school indeed proves to be one holistic spot for all the healthy growing 
needs of a child.  

The school organizes motivational lectures and out of the box learning 
modules from time to time to infuse the monotony of life with vigor. Capsule 
classes conducted by renowned subject experts from all domains of 
education help the students to get a better insight into the subjects.  

Virtual labs to carry science experiments, emotional well-being counseling 
sessions and a myriad range of engrossing activities ranging from 
dramatics, debates and MUNS give creative expression to the ever 
evolving thought process of young impressionable minds. 

WEBINAR ON CYBER SAFETY AND SECURITY  

PEP TALK WITH MAJ GEN VIKRAM DOGRA  

A MOTIVATIONAL LECTURE BY RENOWNED BLADE RUNNER 
OF INDIA, MAJOR DP SINGH  

CAPSULE CLASS FOR PHYSICS  

CAPSULE CLASS FOR POLITICAL SCIENCE  

CAPSULE CLASS FOR ACCOUNTS  

CAPSULE CLASS FOR CHEMISTRY  

WORKSHOP ON COMMUNICATION SKILLS  

WEBINAR ON 'AWARENESS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE 
REALM OF SPORTS' WORKSHOP ON MENTAL HEALTH  

WORKSHOP ON MEMORY RETENTION  



‘HEALTH TALK’ SESSION  

WEBINAR ON CREATIVE WRITING IN HINDI  

WEBINAR ON PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH OF CHILDREN  

SESSIONS ON CAREER COUNSELLING  

WORKSHOP ON VEDIC MATHEMATICS  

WORKSHOP ON MAKING BONSAI  

WORKSHOP ON DRUG ABUSE  

SESSION ON ROAD SAFETY WAS CONDUCTED BY MR. MANOJ 
KUMAR, ASI  

Webinars/ Teacher Training 
Programmes  

 Attended Online training Capacity Building Program for 

Class IX - XII Curriculum, organized by CBSE for all subjects, 
received certificate.  Attended Webinar on Constructing 
Multiple choice Questions and received e-certificate.  

 Attended Workshop on #Python4Plus2 for Python 
and received e certificate  

 Attended Workshop on Artificial Intelligence & 
Machine Learning  Attended One day Online Workshop 
on Python Programming skills by AISCTE and GUVI  

 Attended the MLDS (Machine Learning Data Science, 
hands on workshop) event and received a certificate  

 Attended LEARN2CODE – A 17 hours - Free Certificate 
Program.  Attended training on "LEARN TO UNLEARN" 
and received a certificate.  Attended “IBM EdTech Youth 
Challenge”, a competition organized by IBM  

to give students an opportunity for sustainable 
Development and Artificial Intelligence.  

 Computing Educators’ Workshop held by Google CS First 
team at Google Office Gurugram 
 

Webinars /Workshops  

The school aims at being proactive in all realms of physical, mental, cognitive, 
emotional and moral domains of growth in a child's life so as to mold him /her 



into a good human being that will steer the nation and society in a positive 
direction. 





 
 

 
 

INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENTS OF STAFF AND STUDENTS 
 

Our teachers have been working in close collaboration with CBSE to work on the development 
of curriculum, framing of question papers for various subjects like Food Nutrition & Dietetics, 
Tourism, and Yoga. Our students and teachers under the able guidance of Principal - Ms. 
Anita Khosla designed books for FND. 
 
Ms. Rashmi Sagar, HOD Physical and Health Dept., G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka has 
been bestowed with the most coveted National award for being the  'Best Physical Education 
Teacher (North Zone) by the Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports, Government of India. 

 

Mr. Vikas Sharma, our Sports Faculty has been bestowed with the Best Preceptor Award in 
Basketball for Zone 21 by Directorate of Education, Delhi. 

 

Mr. Suraj Paul and Mr. Dinanath Pathak, members of our music and dance faculty have been 
bestowed with the Guru Samman Award by Navras National Dance in collaboration with 
Society Upliftment of Indian Art and culture. 

 
Rotary club of Dwarka(Govinda), honoured Vice Principal Ms. Bist. and Academic 
coordinator Ms. Jyotika Jakhar of GD. Goenka Public school, Dwarka, on the occasion of 
Teachers' day for their meritorious services in the field of education.Both academicians were 
felicitated with an award in a ceremony organised by the club on September 5, 2021. 
 
 



Ms. Leena Malhotra, HOD Computer Science Department was felicitated with Teacher 
Excellence Education Award on the occasion of Teachers' Day. The event was organised by 
Lions Club International and they bestowed Ms. Leena Malhotra with a Certificate of 
Excellence on September 12, 2021. 
 
 
Guhaan Gautam of Grade VII, left an indelible mark with his stupendous performance in the 
Word Pro Grand Finale 2022. He was felicitated with the coveted title ‘Word Pro Delhi Top 10 
Champ Award’. It’s interesting to note that approximately 12,500 students contended for this 
title. 
 
Continuing with the winning spree, Vihaan was awarded the position of CODING 
AMBASSADOR. 
 
Rushil Anand, class VI- D, G.D Goenka Public School, Dwarka is definitely a pace-setter. He is 
not only a bright shining star in curricular and co-curricular domain but this time he has set a new 
yardstick for success. He has become the official Brand Ambassador for promoting Avishkaar 
Starter Coding Kits on Amazon India. 
 

Aarush Ranjan and Aditya Sharma (XII A) remained unparalleled and unbeaten in the Zonal 
as well as Inter-Zonal English Debate competition, and bagged the gold in both the events, 
thus making us immensely proud.  

G.D Goenka Public school, Dwarka lauds Subhashankar Mahapatra of class X for raising the 
bastion of accolades a notch higher and qualifying the prestigious Mukhyamantri Vigyan 
Pratibha Pariksha (MVPP) conducted by DOE, Govt of Delhi. He will receive a scholarship of 
Rs 5000. 

 

We feel proud of the glorious victory of Manvi, student of class IV F for bagging Gold medal in 
the 20th Haryana state Karate championship under Sub junior category.  She has also been 
selected in the National Karate championship. 

In the midst of an ever growing round of applause, Bhavya Singh of class XII accomplished a 
unique feat and was awarded the first DAN BLACK BELT by Tae-kwon-do Association of 
India. Bhavya also has the privilege of being the first Goenkan to be bestowed with this honour. 
 
Aadya Sharma of class VIII D has set a novel record in DELHI BOOK OF RECORDS in Highest 
Blindfold Single Bounce in Rope Skipping (an astounding 127 times in 30 seconds) on 15th April 
2021. Moreover, she has also qualified for INDIA BOOK OF RECORDS. She was awarded with 
a Scroll of Honor and a gold medal by the CEO of DELHI BOOK OF RECORDS. 
 



G.D Goenka Public School, Dwarka felicitates Shuswabhit Shadangi of class XII on his 
astounding success in JEE Main Paper 2B (BPlan). He brought laurels by securing AIR - 8 in 
General category and Delhi Rank-3. He bagged AIR 3 in NIFT (BFtech course). 
 
 
Bhumie Bhardwaj of class XII brought laurels to the school by bagging two gold medals in the 
North Zone Open Judo Championship held in Jammu from 12-14 February 2021.She was 
felicitated by Manish Sasodia with a cheque worth 1,90,000 INR under the Play and Progress 
Scheme. 
 
 
Heartiest felicitations to Devyanshu Pandey of class VIII-A. This budding author has published 
his first book 'The Knight and the King' written during the Lockdown phase. 
 
Hats off to Aaliyah Jain of Class V. When the rest of the world was reeling under the COVID 

impact, she went ahead and authored her own book of poetry – ‘Nineteen@Nine’. 

 

 

INTERSCHOOL ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

Goenkan glory and yoga prodigy Vaneesha Bajoria was lauded by the Honourable Sports 

Minister, Sh. Kiren Rijiju for her yogic feats. She secured First position in the Young Yoga 

Master Contest held at DWPS.  

Brilliant performances of our dear Goenkans who participated in the Interschool Competitions at 

Indraprastha School Dwarka and Army public School, Dhaula Kuan. 

Our students bagged the 2nd position in the *Group Dance Competition*  

Participating in the event 'SKILL TO SELL' was fun for sure and our champs bagged the *Third 

Position*. This event definitely helped them to sharpen their strategic understanding of sales.  

The students enhanced their creative skills in their artistic styles and bagged the Third position 

in the event ARTISTICA. 

Our students presented an energetic NUKKAD NATAK and bagged Third position for their 

gripping performance.  

The students bagged the coveted *First Position* in the Computer event , MP3X , organised by 

Army Public School. 

 

 



Aarush Ranjan and Aditya Sharna of class XII A (under the Senior Category)  bagged the 

first  Position in the Zonal and Inter-Zonal English Debate Competition.  

Under the Junior Girls category, Meisha Singh has bagged the second position in the Poetry 

Recitation Competition. 

Delighted to share the results of the stellar performances of our students in the Zonal 

competition held on 02-09-2022 at SOSS school, Dwarka. 

Simone Malik bagged the 2nd position in Swara/Melody (Harmonium Solo) in sub junior 

girls category. Rachit Singh bagged the 3rd position in Swara/ Melody (Harmonium Solo)in 

Sub Junior Boys category. Anshuman Soni bagged the 3rd position in Swara/ Melody 

(Harmonium solo) in Junior Boys Category. Dakshesh Pathak bagged the 1st prize in Solo 

Tabla percussion Sub Junior Boys category. Krishiv Dewan bagged the 1st prize in Solo 

Tabla percussion Junior Boys category. 

 

 

We are delighted to enclose awards of students from our school who appeared in SOF 

OLYMPIAD EXAMS 2021-2022. Our brilliant students have made us proud by achieving top 3 

international/ top 25 in our zone/ became school toppers in one of more Olympiad exams 

conducted by SOF. Our students took these exams meticulously and were able to win 7 

GOLD, 4 SILVER and 3 BRONZE at INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. Our students also received 12 

MEDALS in Zonal Toppers, 37 GOLD medals of distinction, 69 GOLD medals of 

excellence. 

 

Goenkans have left no stone unturned in adding a new feather to their victory cap. It gives me 

pride to inform you that the students of our school bagged the second position in the ZONAL 

FOLK DANCE COMPETITION - GROUP in the senior category Zone 21 held on 1st 

September, 2022 at Central Academy School, Dwarka. 

  
Goenkans enthralled the audience with their mesmerizing performance of Thumri, Dadra 
and beautiful bhajan in the Zonal Competitions. 
Following students brought home laurels after a brilliant performance: 
Shivanand Singh Chauhan secured the 1st position in ‘Solo Singing’ in Semi Classical Sr. 
boys’ category. 
Ridhima Sahay secured the 2nd position in ‘Solo Singing’ in Semi Classical sr. girls’ 
category. 
Mannat Kohli bagged the 3rd position in ‘Solo Singing’ in Light music. 
 
  



Tavishi Sagar of class VIII has bagged III Position in Half squats activity, Virtual Inter-
School Sports Competition VARCHASV 2020-21 held at Indirapuram Public School, 
Indirapuram. 
  
We are proud to share that Drisha Thakur of class 4D has won the storytelling award in her 
age category from the Lego Clubs Makers Loft. Her video has been the most watched video 
on their Facebook page. 
 
 
Samarth Sharma got First Position in TRIOTSDAV in Insulatex- Altered Shot in N.K. 
Bargodia Public School. 
 
 
Nishant Singh and Haardik Gautam participated in Robophy-A utility: Robot.They have 
made a virtual Assistant. That assistant is capable of taking care of our day to day needs and 
regular tasks.  
  
 
Samarth Sharma of class X got third position in Covid Doodle Panaromic and Yash 
Aggarwal of class VI got First position in Scratch Studio in G.D Goenka public School, East 
Delhi. Akshit Singh of class XI got First position in TechFest1.0. 
  
 
Our students participated in PANORAMIQUE, made Poster on Evolving in Difficult Times 
The new normal, in DIGI DESIGN competition and got third position. 
  
 
Adding one more feather, our students participated in Ripples, MBS public School and secured 
second position in Directors Cut Movie Making competition. Suhana Malik of class VII 
won 3rd position in Robotics Competition. 
  
 
Harsh Khanna participated in E-scratch Code Chef and got special Achievement in Myriads. 
  
 
Shivanand Singh Chauhan of class XII bagged 1st position in the Zonals and District level 
for Vocal Music/Semi-Classical. 
  
Palak Makhijani of X C has won High Commendation (second position) in G.D GOENKA, 
MODEL TOWN MUN, organized on 15th and 16th July 2022. 
 
 



We feel truly elated to share that our students participated in the prestigious National 

Preceptor Viva Award 2022 by the Centre For Eduction Ladder at Sri Satya Sai 

International Centre. 

It was extremely gratifying for our students to be invited to perform in the event. 

Our singing star, Rushil Anand of grade VI, bagged the Third Position in the Junior Vocal 

Classical Zonal Competition. What a marvellous feat by our budding talent! Heartiest 

congratulations to the proud achiever.  

Elated to share with you all that Mannat Kohli of grade VIII, our mellifluous singer has set a 

new benchmark by securing the Third Position in the Semi-Classical Music Competition in 

the Junior Category. 

Rushil Anand of class VI, rendered the tunes confidently and melodiously and proved his 

mettle by bagging the 3rd position in the Junior Vocal Classical Zonal Competition, held on 

September 7, 2022. 

Goenkans have left no stone unturned in adding a new feather to their victory cap. Our students 

bagged the second position in the Western Dance Competition in the Junior Girls Category 

in Masquerade Girls Group.  

Rishita Singh (X D) and Shaurya Nagpal (X C) bagged the first position and coveted 

trophies in the Sports Quiz at HUNAR – The Interschool Sports Odyssey 2022. They were 

poised and on deck for every question that put them a notch above the rest. Congratulations to 

the winners! 

Anandita Singh of class X secured 2nd position in the Navras National Festival (Western 

Category Senior) on 7th August 2022. 

Continuing this incredible feat, Palak Makhijani and Aadya Mangal of Class X bagged first 

position in Navras National Festival (Folk Dance category). 

It's a pleasure to share that our students, bagged few positions in the Inter School Competition 

conducted by Gyan Mandir School Naraina Vihar. Raghav Gupta and Gia Sachdev of class 

XII participated in SPORTS BROADCASTING competition and bagged 2nd position in  the 

event. 

Bhaumik Kaushik of Class 1 participated in the event CRAFT CORNER and bagged 3rd 

position.  

Hats off to Aaliyah Jain of Class V. When the rest of the world was reeling under the 

COVID impact, she went ahead and authored her own book of poetry – ‘Nineteen@Nine’. 

It's a matter of immense pleasure to share that our school has won various prizes in Pan India 

Interschool competition held on January 24, 2022.  



Organised by Cambridge Foundation School. 

• Minecraft -1st prize  - Kartikeya Sharma X B and Keshav Vijay XB 

• Appelicious-1st prize - Haardik Gautam XIIA & Nishant Singh XIIA 

• Nano Tapography- 2nd Prize and Anvi Tiwari VII 

• Craft Legacy -IInd prize - Hunar III D 

• Pandemonium- 3rd prize - Meisha Singh VIIA 

• Kokedoma - Anannya Arora VI C  

• Innovate Digital Imagining - Prathit Narayan Gupta-IX 

• Ideogram - Ashwika – X 

With immense pride and joy, we share that our Goenkan, Eshaan Thukral, student of Class 4, 

has made a mark at the National Level Virtual Singing Competition and has bagged the first 

position making all of us super proud. Along with this amazing victory, Eshaan has also 

secured first position in Swadesi Samajik National Competition of Music. 

Our students participated at District Level Competitions of Music and brought laurels to the 

school.  

Shivanand Singh Chauhan bagged the 1st position in Semi Classical Solo Category and 

Krishiv Dewan also bagged the 1st position in Tabla Solo. The participants of Music 

Competition will now be moving forward to conquer the state level which will be held soon. 

Another feather to the Goenkan Cap!! Anahita Nagia from class 5 bagged second position 

in the Event: Sticktronix organized by Bal Bhavan Public school, Mayur Vihar.  The theme 

of her project was Aqua-area-um. 

Aditya Goel of class 8th has brought laurels to the school by bagging Second position in On-

the-Spot Painting Competition at Bal Kala Utsav National Art Festival organized by the 

Ministry of Culture. We are proud of Aditya's achievement. 

Our student, Eshaan Thukral of class IV bagged the first position in National Level Singing 

Cum Instrumental Competition (Virtual) that took place on 26th January, 2022. 

 

National & International 

We feel elated to announce that our eloquent Goenkan, Guhaan Gautam of Grade VII, left an 

indelible mark with his stupendous performance in the Word Pro Grand Finale 2022. He was 

felicitated with the coveted title ‘Word Pro Delhi Top 10 Champ Award’. It’s interesting to note 

that approximately 12,500 students contended for this title. 

 



G. D. Goenka Public School always takes immense pride in its students. Rishika Singh of 

class X D attended NASA WORKSHOP after clearing internal level tests. 

Continuing with the winning spree, Vihaan of class was awarded the position of CODING 

AMBASSADOR. 

Arnav Vashisth of VI A won first prize in Coding Bee Competition presented by 'The Times 

of India' and powered by 'Makebot'. He participated in web designing using Html, CSS and 

Java script under junior section. 

His team 'Nalanig' won Makebot season 2 HTML/CSS/JS national level award for junior 

category. Event was organized in Navi Mumbai. 

 

Rushil Anand, class VI- D, GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka is definitely a pace-setter. He is 

not only a bright shining star in curricular and co-curricular domain but this time he has set a 

new yard stick for success. 

Rushil has become the official Brand Ambassador for promoting Avishkaar Starter Coding 

Kits on Amazon India. 

 

We are delighted to enclose awards of students from our school who appeared in SOF 

OLYMPIAD EXAMS 2021-2022. Our brilliant students have made us proud by achieving top 3 

international/ top 25 in our zone/ became school toppers in one of more Olympiad exams 

conducted by SOF. Our students took these exams meticulously and were able to win 7 

GOLD, 4 SILVER and 3 BRONZE at INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. Our students also received 12 

MEDALS in Zonal Toppers, 37 GOLD medals of distinction, 69 GOLD medals of 

excellence. 

 

It gives me immense pleasure to inform that Aadhya Mangal and Palak Makhijani of our 

school secured first position in the FOLK DANCE senior category. Anandita Singh secured 

second position in WESTERN DANCE senior category. 

Dakshesh Pathak secured first position in Minor category and Krishiv Dewan won first 

position in Junior category of INSTRUMENT SOLO TABLA organised by Navras National 

Dance Competition in collaboration with Society Upliftment of Indian Art and Culture. 

Our Goenkans participated in the Indo Nepal Taekwon-Do championship which was 

conducted from June 25, 2022 to June 28, 2022. They have brought laurels to the school by 

winning- 

3 GOLD  

Khushi Choudhary of class -VI 

Anahita Nagia of Class -VI 

Jannt Sofi of Class -III 



1 SILVER  

Shaurya Yadav of Class -XII 

2 BRONZE  

Agata Sangwan of class -VI 

Nouman Sharma of class -IX 

Total medals bagged by the Indian team: 

Gold medal  -12 

Silver Medal  -8 

Bronze Medal -8 

Sikander of class VI has won second position in DELHI STATE YOGA CHAMPIONSHIP 
organised by YOGA ASSOSIATION DELHI. 

The Pan-India Heartfulness Essay Writing competition was organised by Shri Ram 
Chandra Mission in collaboration with the United Nations Information Centre for India and 
Bhutan & Heartfulness Education Trust. The topic of the competition was ‘Thought 
Pollution: Root of all Evils’. 
With immense pride and pleasure, G. D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka announces that 
Pragya Dabas of XI C has bagged the covetous first prize on National level and Vaishnavi 
Sridhar of class XI C has bagged the fourth prize at Delhi State level. The students etched 
their names in the annals of history of the school by accomplishing prizes in both Hindi & 
English across the country, thereby ameliorating the glory of the school. 
 

KANNAN, The French Cultural Society, India organised LE CARNAVAL to celebrate the festival 
of Mardi Gras. 
Our students brought laurels by winning the following competitions at All India Level. 
1.Story Writing - Category- 2  
Anish Katar VII A 
 2. Solo Singing - Category-2   
Anya Sharma VII B 
 3.Poster Making Competition -Category-2   
  Ishanni -VIII D Star Performer  
 
Krishi Vigyan Kendra, under the aegis of Indian Council of Agriculture Research & 
National Horticultural Research & Development Foundation, organised the Delhi-Enviro-
Quest. 

Surmounting all obstacles, Aditya Sharma (Class X) and Prathit Narayan Gupta (Class VIII) 
were declared Champions at the Delhi State level as they were awarded the gold medals, 
amongst more than 130 participants, for the Declamation Contest and Slogan writing 
Competition respectively. and emerged triumphant with the trophy. Acknowledging the 
GDGPSD’s academic contribution in their system, the school has been bestowed the ‘Best 
School’ award. 



 

G.D Goenka Public school, Dwarka lauds Subhashankar Mahapatra of class X for raising the 
bastion of accolades a notch higher and qualifying the prestigious Mukhyamantri Vigyan 
Pratibha Pariksha (MVPP) conducted by DOE, Govt of Delhi. He will receive a scholarship of 
Rs 5000. 
 

We feel proud of the glorious victory of Manvi, student of class IV F for bagging Gold medal 
in the 20th Haryana state Karate championship under Sub junior category.  She has also 
been selected in the National Karate championship. 
 
Carrying on with the Goenkan tradition of excellence, Aadya Sharma of class VIII- D secured 
the second position in 21st RSFI National Rope Skipping Championship 2021. 
 

Students of G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka participated in QWAN KI DO championship-
2021, organized by Qwan Ki Do Federation of India on September 19,2021. 
In their very first attempt in this Newly introduced Spor, Akasht Singh (category 6-8 yr.) and 
Asar Mohammed Farhan Khan (U-10 yr.) secured Silver Medal. 
 
G.D Goenka Public School, Dwarka shares with great pride the tally of Medal winners of 35th 
National Tae-Kwon-Do championship. Asar Mohammad Farhan Khan of class III won the 
coveted Gold medal and added feathers of glory to the Goenkan cap. Anahita Nagia of class 
IV bagged the prestigious Silver medal. Kopal Kashyap of class IX secured the Bronze 
medal and brought home laurels of appreciation from all quarters. 
 

In the midst of ever growing round of applause Bhavya Singh of class XII accomplished a 
unique feat and was awarded the first DAN BLACK BELT by Tae-kwon-do Association of 
India. Bhavya also has the previlege of being the first Goenkan to be bestowed with this 
honour. 

Aadya Sharma of class VII D has brought laurels to the school by winning First Position while 
participating in Inter School Online Rope Skipping Competition-2021 held at Bal Bharati 
Public School,Dwarka from 27th -30th January 2021. 

Lavanya Yadav of class V D has added one more feather in Goenkan's cap by winning 1 gold 
and 2 silver medals in 47TH DELHI STATE ROLLER SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP which was 
held at G R INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL POOTH KHURD ROAD BAWANA DELHI from 6 -10th 
FEBRUARY 2020-21 and also got selected for Nationals which will held in Chandigarh in March 
2021. 

BHUMIE BHARDWAJ of class XII H has brought laurel to the school by winning 2 gold 
medals in NORTH ZONE OPEN JUDO CHAMPIONSHIP 2021 held at JAMMU. 



Our star Judo maestro   has added one more feather in our cap by bagging the silver medal in 
Delhi Olympic Games, held at IGIPESS college, Vikas Puri,New Delhi from 5th to 6th April 
2021. 
Bhumika Baluni, XII H, has given a stellar fight once again to bag the Bronze medal in the 34th 
Senior National Baseball Championship, held at SPG ground, Nandyal Kurnool district, Andhra 
Pradesh. 
 

Aadya Sharma of class VIII D has set a novel record in DELHI BOOK OF RECORDS in Highest 
Blindfold Single Bounce in Rope Skipping (an astounding 127 times in 30 seconds) on 15th April 
2021. Moreover, she has also qualified for INDIA BOOK OF RECORDS. She was awarded with 
a Scroll of Honor and a gold medal by the CEO of DELHI BOOK OF RECORDS. 
 
Kopal Kashyap of class 10th has claimed yet another bastion of glory by earning a black belt 
in Taekwon-do, presented to her by International Taekwon-do Federation. 
The coveted Black belt was conferred to her by none other than Dr. Grand Master B. Rajandran 
Bala, (9th dan) Black belt President of Asian countries. 
 
Sanskriti Shrivastava, student of class 3A has bagged the gold medal in the 48th State Roller 
Skating Championship held at Bhawana. She has also been selected for Nationals and has 
made us all proud!! 
 

Another golden feather in the Goenkan cap. We are extremely proud to announce that Dakshesh 
Pathak bagged the 1st prize at National Level Solo Tabla Competition organised by Bal Kala 
Utsav under the Ministry of Culture.  Krishiv Dewan also mesmerised the audience with his 
magical fingers and bagged the Special Prize in the same category. 
 

Our wonderful Goenkans have proved them once again at DELHI STATE TAEKWON-DO 
CHAMPIONSHIP. 
It was held on 25th and 26th December 2021 at Laxman Public School, New Delhi 
The following students have made us all proud- 
1. Akshatra kumar Singh-VI E(GOLD) 
2. Kartikeya Singh -VIIID(GOLD) 
3. Asar Mohammed Farhan Khan -IVD (GOLD) 
4.Kopal Kashyap-XA(3 Silver ,1 BRONZE) 
5.Anahita Nagia-VB (BRONZE) 
6. Atharv Mahkhijani-VD (BRONZE) 
7. Ojal Kashyap-VIIID(1 SILVER, 1 BRONZE) 
 

On behalf of the entire Goenkan fraternity we wish to convey our felicitations to Sreyash for 
securing third position at NATIONAL LEVEL in the National Vedic Maths competition. 
 



GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka felicitates Shuswabhit Shadangi of class XII on his 
astounding success in JEE Main Paper 2B (BPlan). He brought laurels by securing AIR - 8 in 
General category and Delhi Rank-3. He bagged AIR 3 in NIFT (BFtech course). 
 
Anannya Arora of class VI carved her special niche when she secured her name amongst the 
top participants in the Internationally hailed Ganga Quest 2021. Fighting her way to the top 
25 amongst more than 8 lakh contenders both on National and International level is no mean 
feat. 
 
We are glad and thrilled on the exemplary performance by our little Goenkan, Elianna Patra, 
student of class 4 D who has bagged the 3rd Runner up position for International Abacus 
Competition UCMAS and had made all of us proud. 
 
Power of expression has surely been the magic carpet that will take young Goenkan, Mannat 
Kohli of VII-B to echelon heights of success. She participated in the Pan India online essay 
contest 2021 “Year 2 AC (After Coronavirus): Future Imagined by Youth”, organised by 
UNESCO and Takhte and her essay has been selected for 100 best essays in the world and 
will be featured in the publication titled - ESSAYS BY 100 YOUNG INDIANS. 
 

To uplift National Arts of India, a national children's festival of Indian Dance, Music, Drama and 
Art was organised online /offline. It's our pleasure to inform that student of G.D. Goenka Public 
School, Dwarka, have received coveted positions. 
1. Dhruv Sahdev of class IX has bagged 1st prize in Senior category MONO ACTING. 
2. Dakshesh Pathak of class II has bagged 1st prize in Minor category RYTHMIC 
INSTRUMENTAL. 
3. Krishiv Dewan of class VI was awarded a special prize in the Junior category 
RYTHMIC  INSTRUMENTAL. 
Aadhya Mangal of our School has brought laurels to the school by bagging third position in the 
Solo Folk Dance category at Bal Kala Utsav National Art Festival organised by the Ministry 
of Culture.  
 
With immense pride and joy we share that our Goenkan, Eshaan Thukral, student of Class 4, 

has made a mark at the National Level Virtual Singing Competition and has bagged the first 

position making all of us super proud. Along with this amazing victory, Eshaan has also secured 

first position in Swadesi Samajik National Competition Of Music.  

 

 

 

 



National & International Awards & Recognitions 

 

• We feel elated to announce that our eloquent Goenkan, Guhaan Gautam of Grade VII, 

left an indelible mark with his stupendous performance in the Word Pro Grand Finale 

2022. He was felicitated with the coveted title ‘Word Pro Delhi Top 10 Champ Award’. 

It’s interesting to note that approximately 12,500 students contended for this title. 

• G. D. Goenka Public School always takes immense pride in its students. Rishika 

Singh of class X D attended NASA WORKSHOP after clearing internal level tests. 

• Continuing with the winning spree, Vihaan of class was awarded the position of 

CODING AMBASSADOR. 

• Arnav Vashisth of VI A won first prize in Coding Bee Competition presented by 'The 

Times of India' and powered by 'Makebot'. He participated in web designing using 

Html, CSS and Java script under junior section. 

• His team 'Nalanig' won Makebot season 2 HTML/CSS/JS national level award for 

junior category. Event was organized in Navi Mumbai. 

• Rushil Anand, class VI- D, GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka is definitely a pace-

setter. He is not only a bright shining star in curricular and co-curricular domain but this 

time he has set a new yard stick for success. 

• Rushil has become the official Brand Ambassador for promoting Avishkaar Starter 

Coding Kits on Amazon India. 

• We are delighted to enclose awards of students from our school who appeared in SOF 

OLYMPIAD EXAMS 2021-2022. Our brilliant students have made us proud by achieving 

top 3 international/ top 25 in our zone/ became school toppers in one of more 

Olympiad exams conducted by SOF. Our students took these exams meticulously and 

were able to win 7 GOLD, 4 SILVER and 3 BRONZE at INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. Our 

students also received 12 MEDALS in Zonal Toppers, 37 GOLD medals of distinction, 

69 GOLD medals of excellence. 

• It gives me immense pleasure to inform that Aadhya Mangal and Palak Makhijani of our 

school secured first position in the FOLK DANCE senior category. Anandita Singh 

secured second position in WESTERN DANCE senior category. 

• Dakshesh Pathak secured first position in Minor category and Krishiv Dewan won 

first position in Junior category of INSTRUMENT SOLO TABLA organised by Navras 

National Dance Competition in collaboration with Society Upliftment of Indian Art and 

Culture. 

• Our Goenkans participated in the Indo Nepal Taekwon-Do championship which was 

conducted from June 25, 2022 to June 28, 2022. They have brought laurels to the 

school by winning- 

3 GOLD  



Khushi Choudhary of class -VI 

Anahita Nagia of Class -VI 

Jannt Sofi of Class -III 

1 SILVER  

Shaurya Yadav of Class -XII 

2 BRONZE  

Agata Sangwan of class -VI 

Nouman Sharma of class -IX 

Total medals bagged by the Indian team: 

Gold medal  -12 

Silver Medal  -8 

Bronze Medal -8 

• Sikander of class VI has won second position in DELHI STATE YOGA CHAMPIONSHIP 
organised by YOGA ASSOSIATION DELHI. 

• The Pan-India Heartfulness Essay Writing competition was organised by Shri Ram 
Chandra Mission in collaboration with the United Nations Information Centre for India 
and Bhutan & Heartfulness Education Trust. The topic of the competition was ‘Thought 
Pollution: Root of all Evils’. 

• With immense pride and pleasure, G. D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka announces that 
Pragya Dabas of XI C has bagged the covetous first prize on National level and 
Vaishnavi Sridhar of class XI C has bagged the fourth prize at Delhi State level. The 
students etched their names in the annals of history of the school by accomplishing prizes 
in both Hindi & English across the country, thereby ameliorating the glory of the school. 

• KANNAN, The French Cultural Society, India organised LE CARNAVAL to celebrate the 
festival of Mardi Gras. 

• Our students brought laurels by winning the following competitions at All India Level. 
1.Story Writing - Category- 2, Anish Katar VII A 
2. Solo Singing - Category-2, Anya Sharma VII B 
3.Poster Making Competition -Category-2, Ishanni -VIII D Star Performer  

• Krishi Vigyan Kendra, under the aegis of Indian Council of Agriculture Research & 
National Horticultural Research & Development Foundation, organised the Delhi-
Enviro-Quest. 

• Surmounting all obstacles, Aditya Sharma (Class X) and Prathit Narayan Gupta (Class 
VIII) were declared Champions at the Delhi State level as they were awarded the gold 
medals, amongst more than 130 participants, for the Declamation Contest and Slogan 
writing Competition respectively. and emerged triumphant with the trophy. Acknowledging 
the GDGPSD’s academic contribution in their system, the school has been bestowed the 
‘Best School’ award. 

 



• G.D Goenka Public school, Dwarka lauds Subhashankar Mahapatra of class X for 
raising the bastion of accolades a notch higher and qualifying the prestigious 
Mukhyamantri Vigyan Pratibha Pariksha (MVPP) conducted by DOE, Govt of Delhi. He 
will receive a scholarship of Rs 5000. 

• We feel proud of the glorious victory of Manvi, student of class IV F for bagging Gold 
medal in the 20th Haryana state Karate championship under Sub junior 
category.  She has also been selected in the National Karate championship. 

 

• Carrying on with the Goenkan tradition of excellence, Aadya Sharma of class VIII- D 
secured the second position in 21st RSFI National Rope Skipping Championship 
2021. 

• Students of G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka participated in QWAN KI DO 
championship-2021, organized by Qwan Ki Do Federation of India on September 
19,2021. 

• In their very first attempt in this Newly introduced Spor, Akasht Singh (category 6-8 yr.) 
and Asar Mohammed Farhan Khan (U-10 yr.) secured Silver Medal. 

 

• G.D Goenka Public School, Dwarka shares with great pride the tally of Medal winners of 
35th National Tae-Kwon-Do championship. Asar Mohammad Farhan Khan of 
class III won the coveted Gold medal and added feathers of glory to the Goenkan cap. 
Anahita Nagia of class IV bagged the prestigious Silver medal. Kopal Kashyap of class 
IX secured the Bronze medal and brought home laurels of appreciation from all quarters. 

 

• In the midst of ever growing round of applause Bhavya Singh of class XII accomplished 
a unique feat and was awarded the first DAN BLACK BELT by Tae-kwon-do 
Association of India. Bhavya also has the previlege of being the first Goenkan to be 
bestowed with this honour. 

• Aadya Sharma of class VII D has brought laurels to the school by winning First Position 
while participating in Inter School Online Rope Skipping Competition-2021 held at Bal 
Bharati Public School,Dwarka from 27th -30th January 2021. 

• Lavanya Yadav of class V D has added one more feather in Goenkan's cap by winning 
1 gold and 2 silver medals in 47TH DELHI STATE ROLLER SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP 
which was held at G R INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL POOTH KHURD ROAD BAWANA 
DELHI from 6 -10th FEBRUARY 2020-21 and also got selected for Nationals which will 
held in Chandigarh in March 2021. 

• BHUMIE BHARDWAJ of class XII H has brought laurel to the school by winning 2 gold 
medals in NORTH ZONE OPEN JUDO CHAMPIONSHIP 2021 held at JAMMU. 

• Our star Judo maestro   has added one more feather in our cap by bagging the silver 
medal in Delhi Olympic Games, held at IGIPESS college, Vikas Puri,New Delhi from 
5th to 6th April 2021. 



• Bhumika Baluni, XII H, has given a stellar fight once again to bag the Bronze medal in 
the 34th Senior National Baseball Championship, held at SPG ground, Nandyal 
Kurnool district, Andhra Pradesh. 

 

• Aadya Sharma of class VIII D has set a novel record in DELHI BOOK OF RECORDS in 
Highest Blindfold Single Bounce in Rope Skipping (an astounding 127 times in 30 
seconds) on 15th April 2021. Moreover, she has also qualified for INDIA BOOK OF 
RECORDS. She was awarded with a Scroll of Honor and a gold medal by the CEO of 
DELHI BOOK OF RECORDS. 

 

• Kopal Kashyap of class 10th has claimed yet another bastion of glory by earning a black 
belt in Taekwon-do, presented to her by International Taekwon-do Federation. 

• The coveted Black belt was conferred to her by none other than Dr. Grand Master B. 
Rajandran Bala, (9th dan) Black belt President of Asian countries. 

 

• Sanskriti Shrivastava, student of class 3A has bagged the gold medal in the 48th State 
Roller Skating Championship held at Bhawana. She has also been selected for 
Nationals and has made us all proud!! 

 

• Another golden feather in the Goenkan cap. We are extremely proud to announce that 
Dakshesh Pathak bagged the 1st prize at National Level Solo Tabla Competition 
organised by Bal Kala Utsav under the Ministry of Culture.  Krishiv Dewan also 
mesmerised the audience with his magical fingers and bagged the Special Prize in the 
same category. 

 

• Our wonderful Goenkans have proved them once again at DELHI STATE TAEKWON-
DO CHAMPIONSHIP. It was held on 25th and 26th December 2021 at Laxman Public 
School, New Delhi. The following students have made us all proud- 
1. Akshatra kumar Singh-VI E(GOLD) 
2. Kartikeya Singh -VIIID(GOLD) 
3. Asar Mohammed Farhan Khan -IVD (GOLD) 
4. Kopal Kashyap-XA(3 Silver ,1 BRONZE) 
5. Anahita Nagia-VB (BRONZE) 
6. Atharv Mahkhijani-VD (BRONZE) 
7. Ojal Kashyap-VIIID(1 SILVER, 1 BRONZE) 

 

• On behalf of the entire Goenkan fraternity we wish to convey our felicitations to Sreyash 
for securing third position at NATIONAL LEVEL in the National Vedic Maths 
competition. 

 



• GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka felicitates Shuswabhit Shadangi of class XII on his 
astounding success in JEE Main Paper 2B (BPlan). He brought laurels by securing AIR - 
8 in General category and Delhi Rank-3. He bagged AIR 3 in NIFT (BFtech course). 

 

• Anannya Arora of class VI carved her special niche when she secured her name 
amongst the top participants in the Internationally hailed Ganga Quest 2021. Fighting 
her way to the top 25 amongst more than 8 lakh contenders both on National and 
International level is no mean feat. 

 

• We are glad and thrilled on the exemplary performance by our little Goenkan, Elianna 
Patra, student of class 4 D who has bagged the 3rd Runner up position for International 
Abacus Competition UCMAS and had made all of us proud. 

 

• Power of expression has surely been the magic carpet that will take young Goenkan, 
Mannat Kohli of VII-B to echelon heights of success. She participated in the Pan India 
online essay contest 2021 “Year 2 AC (After Coronavirus): Future Imagined by 
Youth”, organised by UNESCO and Takhte and her essay has been selected for 100 
best essays in the world and will be featured in the publication titled - ESSAYS BY 100 
YOUNG INDIANS. 

 

• To uplift National Arts of India, a national children's festival of Indian Dance, Music, 
Drama and Art was organised online /offline. It's our pleasure to inform that student of 
G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka, have received coveted positions. 
1. Dhruv Sahdev of class IX has bagged 1st prize in Senior category MONO 

ACTING. 
2. Dakshesh Pathak of class II has bagged 1st prize in Minor category RYTHMIC 

INSTRUMENTAL. 
3. Krishiv Dewan of class VI was awarded a special prize in the Junior category 

RYTHMIC  INSTRUMENTAL. 
4. Aadhya Mangal of our School has brought laurels to the school by bagging third 

position in the Solo Folk Dance category at Bal Kala Utsav National Art Festival 
organised by the Ministry of Culture.  

 
 

• With immense pride and joy we share that our Goenkan, Eshaan Thukral, student of 

Class 4, has made a mark at the National Level Virtual Singing Competition and has 

bagged the first position making all of us super proud. Along with this amazing victory, 

Eshaan has also secured first position in Swadesi Samajik National Competition Of 

Music.  

OLYMPIAD REPORT: 2022-23 
 



We are delighted to enclose awards of students from our school who appeared 
in SOF OLYMPIAD EXAMS 2021-2022. Our brilliant students have made us 
proud by achieving top 3 international/ top 25 in our zone/ became school 
toppers in one of more Olympiad exams conducted by SOF. Our students took 
these exams meticulously and were able to win 7 GOLD, 4 SILVER and 3 
BRONZE at INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. Our students also received 12 MEDALS 
in Zonal Toppers, 37 GOLD medals of distinction, 69 GOLD medals of 
excellence. 
 

STELLAR SPORTS ACHIEVERS 
I. Shooting basket with precision our young Goenkan girls bagged First position in the Zonal U-14 

Girls Basketball Tournament 2022 held on 9th Sept 2022. We are indeed proud of you winners! 

1.Lavanya Yadav 7D 
2. Saanchi Tanwar 7D 
3. Prakriti Singh 7E 
4. Nivriti 7D 
5. Jigya Walia 8A 
6. Riaanna Mahajan 8A 
7. Tamanya Arora 8E 
8. Mannat Kohli 8D 
9. Kaahira Kaur Walia 8D 
10. Aadya Sharma 6A 

 

II. Continuing with the spree, Third position was secured in the Junior Girls Basketball Tourament 

Zonal U-17 category on 13th Sept 2022. Congratulations! 

1.Kaamakshi Jairath 9E 
2. Mehak 9E 
3. Anushka 10E 
4. Bhumika Soni 10A 
5. Aanya Ruhil 9B  
6. Aakriti Singh 9C 
7. Shreyashi Rana 9B 
8. Pradhika Rana 9B 
9. Rabia Madan 10 E 

 

III. Leaving no stone unturned, the much-deserved First position was secured in the Zonal Under-19 

Senior Girls Basketball Tournament-2022 held on 7th Sept, 2022.  

Here is the winning brigade! 

1. Sneha Shekhar 12 B 
2. Pranshi 12 H 
3. Aarzoo 12 C 
4. Kaashvi Singh 12 H 
5. Kaatiyani Singh Mansa 11B 
6. Darshika Chaukiyal 11B 
7. Aadya Sharma 9 D 

 



IV. The efforts of our Goenkans paid off in the Indo Nepal Taekwon-Do Championship organized 

on 24th June 2022. The following students succeeded in bagging Gold -3; Silver -1; Bronze – 3 

in the championship.  

1.Ananhita Nagia -Gold -Vl 

2. Jannt Sofi -Gold - lll 

3. Khushi Choudhary -Gold -IX 

4.Jarood Sofi -Bronze, -Ill 

5.Nouman Sharma - Bronze - IX 

6.Agatha Sangwan - Bronze - Vl 7.Shaurya Yadav - Silver –Xll 

V. With a top-notch performance, Anadhya Bhathi of VIII secured 1st position in the Inter Zonal Yoga 

(State Championship) held at Chhatrasal Stadium on 8th March 2022. 

VI. Kopal Kashyap of class 10th has claimed yet another bastion of glory by earning 2 gold medals in 

National Taekwon-Do Championship. Adding to the spree Ojal Kashyap of Vlll also bagged 1 gold and 1 

bronze in the National Taekwon-Do Championship organized on 21st January 2022. 

VII. Our enthused Goenkans added numerous medals to the achievement bag in the Inter School Taekwon-

Do Championship and hit the tally as Gold -15; Silver -10; Bronze -18 in the event.  

VIII. Expanding her horizons Sneha Shekhar, Xll B, participated in the Fiba U-16 Women's Asian 

Championship – 2022 held on 11th May 2022. 

IX. Success follows when excuses do not find space in the path of hardwork. The students secured First 

position in the Mentors Club organized by S D Public School, Punjabi Bagh on 2nd Mrach 2022.  

1. Aditya Sahay -Xll C 

2. Aryan Dhankar -Xll C 

3. Yoganter Kumar -IX E 

4. Anubhav Dahiya -Xll H 

5. Pranav Kataria -Xll C 

6. Aayushman Vibhu -Xll B 

X. Inches away from her success, Sneha Shekhar (XII B), participated with full vigor in the 71st Junior 

National Basketball Championship 2021-2022 (U-19 Girls) organized on 4th January 2022. 

XI. Participation is the first step towards victory. Kriti Sethi (XII C) participated in the 4th Khelo India 2020-21 

(U-18 Girls) held on 8th February 2022. 

XII. Yash Goel of class XII bagged 2nd position in the IKON India Athletic Meet (LONG JUMP EVENT) held 

at Commonwealth Games Village New Delhi on 21st March 2021. 

XIII. Lavanya Yadav of class V proved her mettle at 47TH Delhi State Roller Skating Championship held at 

G R International School Pooth Khurd Road Bawana Delhi by bagging 1 Gold and 2 Silver medals 

conducted from 6-10 Feb 2021. 

She also secured IV position in the 58th NATIONAL ROLLER SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP Held at 

Chandigarh, Mohali from 4-10 April 2021. 

XIV. Defying the age barrier, Manvi of class III started her achievement spree with a Gold medal received in 

the Haryana District Karate Championship 2021 Under 10 Category held on 21st February 2021. She also 

bagged a silver medal in the State Level Competition Held at Kaithal, Haryana from 25-27 February 2021. 



XV. JUDO 

Bhumie Bhardwaj of class XII brought laurels to the school by bagging two Gold medals in the North Zone 

Open Judo Championship Held at Jammu from 12-14 February 2021. 

She also felicitated by Manish Sasodia with a cheque worth 1,90,000 INR under  the Play and Progress 

Scheme.  

She also bagged a silver medal in the Delhi Olympic Games held at IGIPESS College, Vikaspuri, New 

Delhi on 06 APRIL 2021. 

Aarav Solanki (VI) added another feather to the Goenkan cap by securing Third position in Delhi state 

School Games Judo Competition held on 05 Jan 2022.  

XVI. LAWN TENNIS- In the Sub- Junior Category, Mohish Dhankar (VIII) and Armaan Dua (VI) secured 2nd 

Position in the Zonal (2021-22) held on 22 Dec 21 at New Era Public School, Dwarka. 

 

XVII. BASEBALL 

“Life is like a baseball game. When you think a fastball is coming, you gotta be ready to hit the curve.” 

Baseball, a game not so popular game, exposed an entirely new arena for Bhumika Baluni of class XII who 

participated in the 34TH Baseball Senior National Championship held at Andhra Pradesh from 29 March-3 

April 2021. 

XVIII. In the Delhi Youth Soccer League held at Vinay Marg Sports Complex, Chanakyapuri, New 

Delhi10-16 April 2021 MATVEY KHATKAR (VII) secured 1st Position.  

XIX. The school secured 2nd Position in the Senior Boys category Zonal 2021-22(soccer) held at Pragati 

Public School, Dwarka from 22-27 Dec 21. 

XX. Being the torch bearers of victory the school team secured Second position in the Sub Jr. Category hels at 

Thyagraj Stadium from 22-25th Feb 2022.  

Category: SUB JR. BOYS                                 Position- II 

KARTIKAY KASHYAP CHUGH (6) 

MATVEY KHATKAR (7) 

NEIL BHAGAT (6) 

XXI. Aadya Sharma of class VIII, made history by getting her name recorded in the Delhi Book of Records 

for the maximum number of blindfolded bounce in 30 seconds. Gold was corollary, she also qualified for 

India Book of Records on April 4, 2021. 

She also bagged Silver and Bronze medals in 21ST RSFI National Rope Skipping Championship and 

South west District Rope Skipping Championship, Bal Bharti school, Dwarka held on Oct 5, 2021 and 

May 7, 2022 respectively.    

Not far behind Saaranya Saran of class IX, bagged gold in the Zonals held at Bal Bharti school, Dwarka on 

Dec 22, 2021.  

XXII. Hopping, dodging and shooting baskets, with every basket and marked goal on the scorecard, the Sub 

Junior, Junior and Senior basketball team compelled the audience to bounce off the walls. Clinging on to 



camaraderie, maintaining a sense of safety but still being competitive was a rare sight for the enthralled 

audience. With their bags of tricks, Goenkans brought accolade to the school.   

 

 

Kriti Sethi of XII-C participated in the prestigious Khelo India Youth Games, Panchkula organized 

between 4th-13th June 2022. 

XXIII. Proving her mettle, Kopal Kashyap of X-A, obtained her 1st Degree Black Belt(Under 16 category) 

after throwing her ring into her 2nd Black belt Test organized on 4th July at Nehru Park, New 

Delhi. She in true sense is the face of confidence and persistent efforts. 

XXIV. Tasting victory in Qwan-ki-DO organized at Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi, Akshat Singh and Asar 

Mohammed Farhan Khan bagged silver medals in under 10 category. The event was marshalled on 19th 

Sept 2021.  

XXV. With an ever expanding urge to outperform themselves, the students kept their noses to the grindstones 

and compelled the scorecard shine with their back-breaking efforts. The total of medals won in the Delhi 

State Taekwon-Do Championship organized by Laxman Public School, New Delhi between 25th -26th 

December 2021 is as follows: 

Akshatra Kumar Singh                 VI E                   under 14            gold  

Kartikey Singh                               VIII D                 under 14           gold 

Asar Mohammed Farhan Khan    IV D                    under 10          gold  

Kopal Kashyap                              X A                      under 16         3-silver, 1-bronze 

Ojal Kashyap                                 VIII D                 under 14          1-silver, 1-bronze 

Anahita Nagia                                V B                    under 10         bronze 

Atharv Makhijani                           V D                   under 10         bronze 

 

XXVI. Taekwondo competition pursues the development and integration of fitness, technique, and strategy as 

well as a sense of humility and sportsmanship. The students showed exceptional talent at Delhi Olympic 

Taekwon-Do Championship organized by Abhinav Global school, Dwarka on 19th November 2021. The 

hard work of the participants paid off in the form of hailed medals in different categories.  

Kopal Kashyap          X(A)                Under16               Gold 
Shurya Yadav            XI                    Under 19               Silver 
5Khushi Chaudhary   VIII(C)             Under 14               Bronze 
Ojal Kashyap            VIII(D)             Under 14               Silver 
Kartikey Singh          VIII(D)             Under 14               Bronze 

Sub  Junior Girls  
Zonal 2021-22 at 
GDGPS Dwarka 

23-24 DEC 
21 

I 

Junior Girls I 

Senior Girls I 

Sub  Junior boys   
Zonal 2021-22 at ITL 
School, Dwarka. 

22-23 DEC 
21 

I 

Junior boys III 

Senior boys II 

SUB JR. GIRLS Delhi State at 
Chhattarsaal stadium, 
Delhi 

28 FEB- 1ST 
March 2022 

I 



XXVII. Amalgamation of balance and dedication! 

Manvi of class IV added feather to the Goenkan cap by bagging gold in the under 10 category of 2nd IJSKFI 

Open Karate Championship held on 18th July 2021.  

Continuing with her victory saga, Manvi bagged another Gold in the 4th Martial Art Association Cup Karate 

championship. 

Deserving every bit of it, Manvi again earned gold in the North Zone Karate Championship held between 

8th-10th October 2021. 

XXVIII. Be it life or the field, it's your focus that inches you towards the bull's eye. Sahana added yet another gold 

medal (under 8 category) to the glorious Goenkan tally with her splendid skills in the Inter Academy Shooting 

championship held on 15th Sept 2021. You nailed it girl. Literally! 

XXIX. ‘Even a great team devoid of strategy doesn’t stand a chance to win’. Irrespective of games being played 

on the field, strategies are cultivated in the brain; ergo, to underestimate the strategic prowess is a botch and 

what better play to exhibit those calculated moves other than the 64 squared board coded in black and white. Age 

wasn’t a bar for Aarav Mahi when he astonished his opponents with his skilled moves to bag the Second position 

in the Inter-School Chess Championship held on 4th July 2021 in the online mode. 

XXX. Participating in the Under 8 category, Prisca Dwivedi brought laurels to the school by scooping the first 

position and bringing the ‘ever welcomed gold’ to the school in the Inter-school Yoga championship held on 

26th June 2021 in the online mode.  

Carrying the baton forward, she bagged gold again in the Open National Inter-School Yoga Championship 

organized from 26th- 27thJune 2021 in the offline mode. 

XXXI. A proud moment for Goenka as Aditya Sahai (XII) and Aayushman Vibhu (XII) get selected for Bfi Junior 

National. 

XXXII. First Runner Up in Hops Inter-School Football Championship Under 14 Boys held on 27th August 2022.  

 

We are proud to share the win of our students in the Inter School Swimming Championship held at Aqua point 
Janakpuri on August 27, 2022.  
Students following under various categories brought laurels to the school and made us all proud.  
 
Our swimmers showcased some great techniques and skills while competing with other participants. They not 
only participated but also witnessed other young swimmers competing with such calibre and expertise. 
 
Swimming champs who participated  in the various categories and brought laurels to the school.  
 

✨Harsh Yadav, Veer Bharia and Jaskaran of Class Vlll, Aditya Bhardwaj of class X bagged bronze medals for 

their performance in 4x50mt Free Style Relay. 
 

✨Devansh Bhardwaj of class IV bagged 3rd position in 50 mt  Free Style and 1st position in 50 mt Backstroke  

✨Aaradhya Singh of class V, secured 1st position in 50 mt Freestyle, 50 mt back, 50 mt breast stroke, 100 mt 

IM and was felicitated with the title of Best Swimmer. 

✨Sunita kadian of class IV, bagged second position under the event  25 M Breast stroke.  

✨Heerat Grover of class II secured 2nd position in the 25 mt Free style stroke  

✨Auli Mehra, student of Class KG bagged 3rd position in 25mt Free style stroke. 



Our students participated in the Inter School Swimming Championship at Bosco Public School. It was a great 
opportunity for the students to display their sterling swimming skills and bagged 2 Gold medals, 8 silver medals 
and 9 bronze medals.  

✨Pradyuman Mishra of class XI H bagged silver medal in 4x50mt Free style  

✨Pranay Batra of class X E has bagged Silver medal in 4x50 mt Free Style Relay  

✨Kabiirr Verma of class IX C bagged silver medal in 4x50 mt Free style Relay  

✨Veer Bharia of class VIII E bagged Bronze medal in 4x50mt Free style and Gold medal in 50 mt Free style  

✨Aditya Bharadwaj of class X C bagged Bronze medal in 4X50 mt Free style Relay  

✨Manan Sharma of class Vlll E bagged bronze medal in 4X50 mt Free style Relay  

✨Aaradhya Singh of class 5  bagged bronze medal in 25 mt Free style, Bronze medal in 25 mt Breast stroke, 

Gold medal in 25 mt Butterfly and Silver medal in 4X25 mt Free style Relay  

✨Arpita of class 5 F bagged silver medal in 4X25 mt Free Style Relay  

✨Sunita Kadian of class 4 G bagged silver medal in 4 X25 mt Free style Relay and Bronze medal in 25 mt Breast 

stroke  

✨Harsh Sharma of class 8 E bagged Bronze medal in 4X50 mt Free style Relay  

✨Dhruv of class G.D Goenka Academy bagged the silver medal in 4X50 mt Free style Relay  

✨Gaurika Jadav of G.D Goenka Academy bagged silver in 4X25 mt free style Relay and Bronze in 25 mt Butterfly 

stroke 

 

ATHLETICS Pranshi  XI  
 
Zonal Athletic Meet 
2021-22 Rajkya 
Pratibha Vikas 
Vidhyalaya, Sec 10, 
Dwarka 

 
 
 
8-12 
Nov 
2021 

SILVER (U-19 400MTS 
SPRINT) 

PRANSHI XI GOLD (U-19 4X200 Mts. 
Relay) 
Selected for inter zone also 

ARZOO XI 

VERNIKA 
SINGH 

XI 

SIMRAN 
TYAGI 

XII 

Suryansh 
Lakra 

XI SILVER (U-19 Discus) 
BRONZE (U-19 SHOT PUT) 

 

INTERNATIONAL & NATIONAL LEVEL PLAYERS 

 

 
 

PROGRAMMES ON NATIONAL LEVEL  

Introducing an educational program, Google CS First in our school for the 
classes IV and V. It is designed to introduce programming and computer 
science to students in a collaborative and creative environment. It is built 
on the pillars of imparting computational thinking and making our kids 
ready for future.  

 



INAUGURATION OF HINDI STORYBOOK (FIRST 
EDITION) 

किशोर दर्पण िा प्रथम संस्करण(2021) बाल र्कििा िे रूर् में हमारे सामने आया किसमें िकिता, 

िहानी, मनोरंिन और हास्य किनोद िी स ंदर झलकियााँ थी।ं इस र्कििा िे कलए उत्तर प्रदेश िे 

माननीय उर् म ख्यमंिी िेशि मौयाप िी, कदल्ली िे माननीय कशक्षा मंिी मनीष कससोकदया िी और 

कहंदी िी िानी मानी ििकयिी िया िादिानी िी िा किन्ोनें कहंदी सेिी किद्याकथपयो ंिा ना िेिल 

मनोबल बढाया बल्कि उनिे प्रयासो ंिी प्रशंसा भी िी। इस र्कििा िा अनािरण श्रीमती अिा 

सहराित िी िो गत िषप िोन 21 िी डी.डी.ई थी,ं िे द्वारा किया गया था। 

E-NEWSLETTER: REFLECTIONS  

The myriad departments (Academic) brought out their e-newsletters 
according to an annual rota. The e-newsletters were an eclectic collection 
on their perspective on life, that has been depicted through their self-
compositions in terms of poetry, essays, articles and stories in various 
languages. The newsletters were a magical potpourri of writings and 
compilations, thoughts and feelings, seasoned by the fecund imagination of 
our students, and tempered by the mature reflections of our teachers.  

 

ACTIVITIES OF PRE-PRIMARY Department 

2021-22 

APRIL 

 

BAISAKHI CELEBRATIONS 

On this day, a special assembly was conducted where children danced and sang songs with full enthusiasm and 

excitement. Baisakhi is considered as a way to thank God for his blessing and a good harvest. 

RED ANGELS’ DAY 

Red colour symbolises love, life and enthusiasm. On Red Angel’s Day our little Goenkans looked adorable in their 

red dresses. They spent a spectacular red day learning about this wonderful colour by playing games and 

pursuing group activities related to colour red. 

GREEN GOENKANS 

ENVIRONMENT WEEK was celebrated to sensitize the little Goenkans towards the need to protect the 

environment. An array of activities were held during the week. Students enjoyed making newspaper bags 

SAY CHEESE 



To inculcate the importance of spreading good cheer, our little ones celebrated Smile Week. They experienced 

the power of smile and how it can change the world. Importance of good oral hygiene was also emphasised upon 

during the week. 

SUNNY SUNFLOWERS 

Yellow is the colour of sunshine, hope and happiness. Our little Goenkans came dressed in yellow clothes and 

learnt about yellow colour by playing games and pursuing activities. 

MAY 

WHALE OF A TIME 

Whale of a Time was celebrated with lots of enthusiasm. Children made a beautiful craft of a Blue Boat. They 

were happy to showcase their blue objects and had lots of fun. 

EID-UL-FITR 

The festival of Eid symbolises virtuousness, peace and brotherhood. The message that all the festivals are equally 

important was delivered through a special assembly. The values of harmony, respect and friendship too found 

familiarity amongst the receptive little audience. 

TEDDY’S DAY OUT 

Brownie muffin, chocolate milkshakes and much more…. Tummy as snuggly as a pillow, eyes like ripe berries in 

the fall…. Our little Goenkans celebrated Teddy’s Day Out and cherished the last day with their cute and cuddly 

teddy bears… They had a healthy breakfast with their teachers and were exhilarated to move and groove on 

some zippy dance numbers. 

JULY 

HEALTH IS WEALTH 

A healthy soul lives in a healthy body. To help the students to inculcate the healthy habits the students learned 

to the importance of maintaining personal hygiene, choosing to eat healthy food over junk food and different forms 

of exercising to keep oneself healthy and fit.  

PARENTS’ DAY 

A day dedicated to honour the parents for their endless love, affection and care that they shower on their children. 

The little Goenkans celebrated Parents' Day to thank them for all that they do. The children enjoyed a story to 

understand the importance of obedience, friends and family. 

GO GREEN  

The colour of nature symbolises balance, growth, learning and harmony. To mark this day very special, our 

students and teachers. The day was celebrated with a purpose of infusing the concepts of green colour in their 

little minds. An interesting story was narrated to the students followed by some fun filled poems on the colour 

green. It was a fun and everlasting learning experience for the students. 

ROCK ON! 

The 'Rock on Day' really kept the beat! The interactive session was filled with music, dance, instruments, props 

and loads of fun, fun, fun! Our little Goenkans were all delighted for the day. They were dressed as Rockstars 



holding their favourite musical instruments. They rocked to a wonderful beat and developed their rhythmic skills. 

It was a fun day for the students. 

MANGO MANIA  

This day was celebrated amidst a lot of fun and frolic as our little ones learnt a lot about this juicy fruit. They 

played games and in doing so, they took their first lessons in being eco-friendly and enjoyed their hands-on 

experience with nature. Fruit Facts on mangoes were shared with the children through a powerpoint 

presentation. Children also came dressed up as Mangoes and recited rhymes and sang songs. 

AUGUST 

SARE JAHAN SE ACHA 

Independence Day reminds us about our great freedom struggle. Our little Goenkans celebrated this day with 

immense joy. A spectacular show was put up in honour of our martyrs and freedom fighters. The national flag 

was hoisted and every little patriot’s heart swelled with pride as they danced, sang and delivered speeches on 

this great day. 

RAKSHA BANDHAN 

The bond between brothers and sisters was strengthened as each little one celebrated this festival in school. 

They made rakhis, decorated thaalis and enjoyed themselves. 

I SCREAM YOU SCREAM 

This delicious day was celebrated amidst a lot of fun and frolic as our students enhanced their knowledge about 

ice-cream and enjoyed eating this yummy delicacy! 

 ORANGE BLAST 

Orange is a dynamic colour which stimulates imagination and creativity. Little Goenkans learnt how to get this 
secondary colour by mixing two primary colours - red and yellow. They decorated an Orange corner with 
everything orange. This fun filled day will be cherished by them for a long time. 

ALA RE ALA! 

A special assembly was conducted on the occasion of Janmashtmi, a festival which commemorates the earthly 
arrival of Lord Krishna. Each one of them rocked baby Krishna in the cradle. Little Krishnas and Gopis stole the 
hearts of everyone. Our little ones thoroughly enjoyed the ‘Dahi Handi’ activity.  

SEPTEMBER 

LOVE ‘N’ RESPECT 

Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan was one of the greatest philosophers of his time. Teachers’ Day is a tribute to a 
great mind which achieved wonders in the field of philosophy. Teachers’ Day was marked with immense 
excitement in the school. A soul enriching function filled with songs and dances was organized by the children for 
their teachers. 

GANPATI BAPPA MOREA 

The festival of Ganesh Chaturthi was celebrated with lots of enthusiasm. Children were given ladoos as Prasad 
and offered prayers to Lord Ganesha.   

GRANDPARENTS’ DAY 



The day was filled with abundant showers of blessings, excitement and cheer. Various fun filled activities were 
organised to strengthen the bond between grandparents and children.  

PURPLE HAZE  

The colour Purple symbolizes royalty and magic. Dressed in different shades of purple, the pre-primary students 
had a fun filled day. The students enthusiastically performed a volcano eruption experiment by mixing red and 
blue colours to get a purple coloured lava. It was an everlasting learning experience for the young ones. 

ART FROM THE HEART 

The students explored the different forms of art throughout the week like painting, music, dance and drama. The 
week-long activity will be cherished by students for a long time. 

OCTOBER 

HOMAGE TO BAPUJI 

Gandhi Jayanti was celebrated with a lot of pride and patriotic fervour. Children were shown a special assembly 
on the life of Gandhiji and his principles of love, peace and non-violence. They also pledged to ‘See no evil, hear 
no evil and speak no evil’. 

JAI SHREE RAM! 

Our little Goenkans celebrated Dussehra very enthusiastically. ‘Good vanquishes evil and peace prevails’-our tiny 
tots imbibed these traditional values and celebrated our rich cultural heritage. They were dressed in traditional 
outfits and stole the hearts of everyone as they enacted excerpts from the great epic Ramayan. 

NOVEMBER 

SANSKRITI  

Festivals are harbingers of deep rooted cultural values and ethics. On this day, children decorated their 
classrooms with colourful rangolis and earthen lamps. The students were wearing bright ethnic attires. A special 
assembly was conducted where the students were encouraged to celebrate Eco-friendly Diwali. 

FUN ‘N’ FROLIC 

On Children’s Day, students remembered Chacha Nehru. Our little ones enjoyed themselves at the Rocksport 
camp. It is a day that each little Goenkan eagerly looks forward to and thoroughly enjoys. 

WAHEGURU 

Amidst joy and festivity our little Goenkans celebrated Gurupurab. Students were given a virtual tour of the 
Gurudwara. They were told about the significance of this sacred festival through a special assembly. The students 
learnt about the community langers. The students also tried their hands on making panjeeri to be used as Prasad. 

DECEMBER 

BOLD ‘N’ BROWN 

Brown is the colour of earth, wood and stones. To start with, our students came dressed up in different shades 
of brown, holding the brown objects in their hands. They also enjoyed special assembly conducted by teachers. 

TRAFFIC LIGHT DAY 

Stop says the Red light, Go says the Green, wait says the Yellow light blinking in between. Our little Goenkans 
learnt the importance of traffic lights through a special assembly. 



 

PRETTY PINK 

To enhance the visual skills of the children, special assembly was conducted and children were asked to bring 
their favourite pink colour objects. The young ones looked charismatic in their pink attire radiating love, beauty 
and kindness. Pink colour filled the air with care and compassion. 

 

HO! HO! HO! 

To spread the message of love and good cheer, a spectacular assembly was conducted on the theme of 

Christmas. The Christmas scene was enacted and a vibrant choir sang the carols relating to the events of the 

birth of Christ. The jingle bells song completed the jig and got the entire audience singing along. 

JANUARY 

JAI HIND! 

Republic day was celebrated in all its solemnity and grandeur at G.D Goenka public school,Dwarka. The students 

took pride in glorifying and celebrating the spirit of unity where they represented various states with their dances. 

The tricolour embodies all the brave hearts who sacrificed their lives for India. the students played a musical 

tribute to them by singing the national song ‘Vande Mataram’. The assembly was concluded by the National 

anthem. 

FEBRUARY 

SEEKING BLESSINGS 

Basant Panchami is a festival that marks the advent of the spring season and is also celebrated to worship 

Goddess Saraswati. This day was celebrated in our school with great fervour and enthusiasm. The school 

assembled together to pray and attain blessings from Goddess Saraswati to reach the epitome of knowledge. 

Activities- Junior Wing 
ENGLISH (Nursery to Class V) 

Catering to all four skills (LSRW) 

1. Activities related to Pre-writing skills: 

- Rainbow tracing of standing lines, sleeping lines, slanting lines and curves.  

- Bindi pasting to make caterpillars for sleeping lines. 

- Ice cream stick pasting to make mountains for slanting lines. 

-Ice cream stick pasting to make lollipops for standing lines. 

-Glitter sheet pasting to make the curve of smiley. 

- Treasure Hunt  

*They will be asked to find objects in their immediate surroundings and present examples.  
2. Activities related to the letters, such as: 

• Activity for letter Ii: Making an igloo using cotton. 

•  Activity for letter Ll: Making of a ladybug using letter L cut-out and bindis. 

• Activity for letter Tt: Finger-print painting on letter T cut-out to make a tiger. 

• Activity for letter Jj: Making a jelly fish craft. 

3. Treasure Hunt  



They will be asked to identify objects in their immediate surroundings and present examples to speak a 
few lines about them. 

4. Find the object game 

• Guess the letter game. 

• Paper folding activity to enhance the motor skills of the students. 
5. ‘THIS’ and ‘THAT’ will be introduced by explaining to students its usage with the help of real objects 

and an interactive session.  
6. Sentence Builder Game 
7. Reading session 
8. Rhymes 
9. Noun Town collage 

10. Recitation of poem 

11. Creative writing- My favourite festival 
12. Verbs- Balloon bunch activity 

13. Place the object game (Position words) 

14. Make a Word Train on an A4 size sheet 
15. Making a chart on articles. 
16. Picture description- Describing a picture using words from the help box 
17. Dictation Test  
18. Month-end Worksheets 

19. Asking for directions – Roleplay activity   
20. Comprehension Passage 

21. Riddles on Animals 
22. Spin the wheel game on prepositions – make sentences. 
23. Paragraph writing  

24. Suppose you find a magic lamp and the Genie of the lamp offers you three wishes. What would you 
ask for? Draw a picture of magic lamp and the Genie. Would all your wishes be for yourself? Write 
a paragraph in five to seven lines. 

25. Write five adjectives for Aladdin. 

26. Plant a seed and observe it grow. 

27. Draw a car and write any three special features you would like to add in it to make it different from others. 

28. Creative Writing- ‘If you get a magic pot, what would you wish for?’ 

29. Mind Mapping- Benefits of Reading 
30. Do you want any of your toy to become real? How would you react to it?- Speaking Activity 

31. Guide to create an impressive and colourful drawing by listening to the story read to them. 

32. Discussion on ’What is the food that they enjoy eating? Is it healthy? How often do they eat it? What will they 

do if they come across a room filled with variety of delicacies they enjoy? 

33. As a guide of Serengeti Wildlife Sanctuary, write a decorative and informative pamphlet offering interesting 
package to your wildlife sanctuary during holidays. 

34. Who is their favorite uncle or aunt? What activities do they do together?  
35. Make an Invitation Card for a live musical show you are planning to organize. 

 

HINDI 
MATHEMATICS 



We, at G.D. Goenka Public School, Dwarka tried to make learning Mathematics enjoyable and engaging 

for the students by conducting various fun filled activities related to the concepts covered in class. As is 

correctly said that “Math and Art are two things we see around us everyday, especially living in a country 

with a vibrant culture and arts scene like India”, students were motivated to develop a connect between 

mathematical thinking and various real-life contexts.   

1. Drawing with numbers 
2. Count the objects in and around your house, like the number of vehicles, taps, 

tube lights and bulbs etc. 
3. Book Cricket: Students will take 3 turns and write the numbers on paper. They 

will add and find their score. 
4. Piggy bank:  Students will make a piggy bank using old 
cardboard boxes. 
5. Coin tracing Activity 
6. Create your own pattern with different shapes 

7. My daily routine chart- Showing the daily routine with help of depicting time on clocks. 

8. Maths in my Life- We use  

9. numbers in our everyday life. Students will observe from their surroundings and find out things in 

environment that are known by numbers. For example – every vehicle has a number. 

10. Place Value activity- 

11. With the help of price tag students will learn to identify the place and place value of each digits in terms 

of value. 

12. Magical wind chime- Using origami sheets of different shapes and paper folding students will create a 

wind chime following certain patterns. 

13. Cut 10 equal square cards out of pastel sheet and number them from 0 to 9.  Mix the cards and keep 
them facing down.  Students have to choose any 4 cards and form the largest number, smallest number, 
find the predecessor and successor of the largest number, write the 
expanded and word form of the smallest number. 

14. Design a board or puzzle game using the concept of Roman numerals  
15. Make a Turkey with Addition  

Complete the wings of the Turkey by creating your own combination of 

addends to go with sum. 

16. Make a cootie catcher on the concept of addition with 10,100, and 1000.  
17. The puzzle has a hidden picture in it. The picture will be obtained by 

answering the questions and colouring the boxes of the puzzle. 
18. Design a pizza using circle as a base and use 2D or 3 D shapes to make the toppings of it.   

19. Make a birthday cap using a circle and decorate the face of the 
cap(cone) with 2D shapes, vertex with a 3D 
shape and edges of the cone with glitter tape.   
20. Design a paper frock using colourful 
papers and paste it on an A4 Size paper. 
Measure the shoulder length, front length, back 

width and length, waist length and width of the frock using a ruler. 
21. Design a planned city on the given map and write down the distance 

between the places using a ruler and convert it into metres and kilometres.  

22. Conduct a survey - Collect and represent data in tally chart and bar graphs.  
23. Making scenery using basic geometrical shapes 
24. Measuring objects and distances using foot span, hand span and finger span 
25. Find out the distance between your home and school in kilometres. 



26. Making BMI 
27. Real life application of liquid (find the number of glasses to fill a 1 litre bottle) 
28. Calculate the cost of groceries at home for a week. (Making of a bill) 
29. A theme of Funfair will be taken up. A food court menu will be shown to them 

and then they will be asked to calculate the amount for various combinations of food.  

30. Riddles on Subtraction 

31. Make a colourful rooster using different coloured sheets and write Multiplication table 14 on it.                                                                                 

 
 

EVS 
1. Badge Making 
2. My Five Senses – Poster Making 

3. Making a Pet Shelter and pasting pictures of animals and their young ones. 
4. Leaf-A-Barium  
5. A garden scene 

6. Experiments based on ‘Soluble and Insoluble Substances’ and other properties of water. 
7. Cooking without fire- Preparation of food item. 
8. Write a slogan on ‘Say No to Polythene bags’. 
9. Treasure Hunt on Natural Resources. 
10. Drawing and labelling the structure of an egg. 
11. Drawing of life cycle of various egg laying animals. 
12. MIND MAP- Oviparous and viviparous animals 

13. Making a herbarium sheet  
14. Making floral rangoli and toran by using leaves. 
15. Making a scrapbook: Collecting information of any 10 birds, their habitat, structure of 

beak, claws, etc. 
16. Making bird feeder or bird's nest using reusable things. 
17. Observing change in level of water before and after adding sugar/salt. 
18. Making a model on the structure of the Earth representing its three layers. 
19. Procedure to see how rotation of the earth causes day and night. 
20. Segregating biodegradable and non- biodegradable materials. 
21. Making best out of waste. 
22. Counting the heartbeat, pulse and breathing rate 
23. Working model on Respiratory system 
24. Making a chart on –Photosynthesis in Plants  
25. Making a Terrarium 
26. Experiments on water related to properties of water, soluble/insoluble, sinking/floating 

27. Comparing the vaccination chart and discussing about common vaccines like Polio 
drops, DPT, MMR etc. 

28. Cooking activity: Balanced Diet plate 

29. Collecting samples of soil from different places and comparing the colour, texture etc of 
the soil 

30. Comparing different types of rocks like granite, pumice, sandstone, marble, gemstones etc 
and learning about their importance. 



 

Projects -Senior Wing  

Science as a subject had its own challenges especially when it comes to the 
practical/ experiments.  

 A SMART WATER BOTTLE WITH MEDICINE ORGANISER 

A smart water bottle with medicine organiser according to the time at which it should 
be consumed in a day. The bottle will have a sensor n Alexa technology which will 
remind a person to take the medicine as per prescription. A hand band can be 
associated which can be worn and connected to the bottle. This will be helpful for 
old people as well as for the people who forgot to take medicine on time 

 THE HELPER ROBOT 

These days the job of doctors is getting difficult day to day, 
especially after Covid. It is really difficult for them to keep a 
track of all the reports and keep moving here and there in the 
hospital, so here is a solution to it. A robot on wheels which 
somewhat looks like a walker (used by old people to walk) and 
has a screen on top. The robot can be controlled through your 
phone or any other device. On the screen, you can fill in all the 
required details and then fill up the daily routine questions then 
all the data will be saved in a file, which can be seen on any 
device. The robot can have a range of 1 or 2 floors accordingly. 
Through this, the doctors can stay in the cabins and get all the 
information. 

 HIGHWAY ELECTRICITY GENERATOR 

This consists of Turbines which are placed on road sides of a highway and are 
connected to the lights. 

Working Principle - 

When cars on a highway move at high speeds, the wind is dragged by the car due 
to the low pressure created at the end and hence, when a car passes, we can feel 
the wind. Therefore, when the cars will pass by these turbines, they will move 
because of the wind and generate electricity. 

Use - 

The electricity thus produced can be stored and used to power the lights and much 
more. 

 Project topic: Biodegradable and thermally insulated Water storage tank 
for 



urban societies. 

Problem statement: Water tanks made up of plastics are have potential risk 

of polluting the water during the summers, when the temperature is quite high 

enough to heat the water stored in it. 

Moreover, the material used in the making of water storage tank (polyethylene) is 
not biodegradable which makes it unfit to be used as a water reservoir in a long 
run. 

Project proposal: Woody residues such as corn cobs has thermal insulation 
potential. Since ancient time it is used as one of the external materials to construct 
buildings. 

Partial replacement of cement with corn cob ash as a construction material for 
water storage tanks is proposed by the student. This will be ideal for storing water 
at an ambient temperature irrespective of the seasonal variations. 

 

• Several other activities like poster making/ Slogan writing on 
Ozone Day, Earth Day and Biodiversity Day was carried out to 
celebrate and sensitize the students towards Nature. An Inter-
house science debate competition (Development in Science and 
technology – A boon or bane) etc. took place throughout the 
session.  

• Class XI students were made to make various models based on 
scientific principles to enhance their learning and understanding of 
the concepts in Physics. They sent the working of models through 
videos and pdfs of the reports. Class XII students were made their 
own stylus using waste materials: concept of conduction and static 
electricity was explored.  

• Art integrated project in Chemistry was assigned to the students of 
class 12. With the  

help of clay, threads and rangoli  

they explained various structures  

of chemical bonding.  

• Fossil imprints and herbarium was given as holiday homework to  

the students of class 11, so as to sensitize them towards nature and  



to inculcate love towards the subject of Biology. Class 
12 students made concept maps to showcase their talent in 
Microsoft  

word . 
Our students have made video presentation on Earth and Humans 
and got second position in Inter School Competition. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pxVxpa8P9HGqowlUFKfIoIrgUjSKz
AVs/view? usp=drivesdk  

Our Students Nishant Singh, Arya Pratim Saha and Haardik Gautam 
have made GDG virtual assistant with keeping an idea of the current 
pandemic situation in mind. In this present situation we all are 
becoming lazy and often do not do work by ourselves. So, our virtual 
assistant is capable of taking care of our day to day needs and regular 
tasks. This virtual assistant has been coded on python. This prototype 
is capable of sending emails, search for any topic on wikipedia, tell 
you Jokes, open various applications on your system and many more 
cool stuff. This assistant is customisable and its responses can be 
changed according to you. It helps in writing and viewing notes during 
online classes. It also keeps the students updated with the latest 
news around. This can be a gamechanger for students and adults 
who want multi-tasking in their lives.  
During summer vacations, the science teachers conducted 
various activities under Eco club and taught students to make 
various sustainable and easy eco-friendly items with the materials 
present at home such as mask making, ecosystem in a bottle, 
newspaper bags, pinhole camera and bird-feeder.  

Sikkim project was initiated in which students were involved in 
making documentary of the food habits of Sikkimese people. They 
learnt and cooked various recipes which were originally from 
Sikkim. They picked up important tips while taking interview of a 
dietician. Class 8 students prepared a portfolio for various 
medicinal plants found in Sikkim with their scientific names and 
importance.  

Study about Thangka Mandala painting and to find out different 
categories of “Mandalas” and mention the different geometrical 
figures seen in this form of art. Children were asked to draw two 
colourful Mandalas using different geometrical figures and to find 
out the covered areas of the figures drawn with different colours.  



As is correctly said that “Math and Art are two things we see 
around us every day, especially living in a country with a vibrant 
culture and arts scene like India”, students were motivated to 
develop a connect between mathematical thinking and various 
real-life contexts. For instance, to celebrate the sprit of art 
students enthusiastically tried their hands on drawing Warli art 
showcasing their creativity. These paintings use a set of basic 
geometric shapes such as triangles, circles, squares, dots and 
crooked lines. Snapshot of student’s work attached. 

PROJECTS: INNOVATIVE, OUT-OF-THE 
-BOX 

Our students Haardik Gautam, Yashvardhan Joshi and Gautam Yadav 

made an app based device “Covid Alarm” for Covid Patients to send an 

alert message to Doctors in case of emergency. The device will work with 

the help of sensors, connectors and AI. Link given herewith:-  

https://youtu.be/Hhctb2IyinY  

Our Student Haardik Gautam have made wireless car which is controlled 

through a phone and it is based on a board which is more advance than the 

basic Avishkaar boards and many board games.  

 
 

 
 

FINANCIAL MARKET MANAGEMENT (FMM)  

A brief outline of FMM as a skill subject has been proposed to undertake the 
following activities for the session 2021-22. 

At the beginning of new session an orientation session will be conducted to 
highlight the importance, scope of FMM as a subject. Q/A session with 
students to apprise them about financial management as an integral part of 
every human being will be organized. A field visit to nearby commercial bank 
in the month of May/June to understand day to day banking operation has 
been proposed.  



The simulated trading practice with the help of NSMART software will be 
conducted in school. Students will be taken to NSE’s office at Connaught 
Place New Delhi to attend the workshop about Financial Literacy program.  

Visit to nearby trading house to observe real time trading on any working day. 
Every FMM student will be asked to create financial portfolio to manage the 
pocket money invested in the market in the form of Mutual Funds or some 
fixed deposit schemes. The Chapter Trading will be taught by watching real-
time stock market trading in school computer lab.  

Some virtual apps are there in Android Play store. Students will be asked to 
download these apps and do virtual trading. This will give a hands on practice 
how trading occurs in stock exchange.  

As a part of CBSE exam, various project file, portfolio, PPT to be made by 
students with respect to financial markets management.  

Artificial Intelligence  

Fun Artificial Intelligence Activities for Kids under Corona virus Lockdown 
The Pandemic momentarily brought the entire world to a halt but our little 
Goenkans were engaged in many activities during this pandemic.  

Eliza is one of the first chatbots ever created (1964). The chatbot works by 
typing something and it will give you a reply. It is highly recommended for 
children who are still learning how to read and write.  

Sentence Generator.  

Thing Translator takes a photo of an object and gives us a description of it 
using a natural language (such as Spanish, Italian, etc.) of our choice.  

Emoji Scavenger Hunt uses AI to identify emojis in the real world using the 
mobile device’s camera.  

Quick, Draw!  

Shadow Art  

Freddie meter is a karaoke AI  

Dream Smart Home- A home is a dream of every human. Imagine and 
prepare a rough layout of your dream smart home.  

Games- Rock, Paper Scissors, Mystery Animal, Emoji Scavenger Hunt  

Reflect and Analyse.  

Write a letter/email to future self.  

Avishkaar Learning Programme- AVISHKAAR robotics training program is 
being conducted in our school for classes IV to XII. Students are introduced to 
various electronic components and devices that are fundamental to the 
execution of the Artificial Intelligence module and the making of a robot and its 
programming.  

Food Nutrition & Dietetics  



For the purpose of developing holistic individuals, it is essential that an identified set of 
skills and values will be incorporated at each stage of learning. To solve the purpose a 
study was conducted in the school so as to integrate learning with the real life experience. 
This study on the HFSS food eating habits found that 60-70% of the children in the age 
group of 8-9 years consumed junk food just because of the taste value.  
We at G.D.Goenka Public School, have a well-structured ‘School Health & Nutrition 
Programme’, to ensure the nutrient screening of the children. The programme 
encourages the practice of the following measures: In school canteen, the foods are 
categorized based on the color-coded concept of the nutritional values as green, yellow 
and orange.  

Ban on the sale of HFSS in the school canteen.  

Setting up of school canteen management committee for ensuring quality and safety 
of foods provided to children.  

Use of blended oils in place of hydrogenated oils for preparing any food item.  

Celebration and marking of events that can generate awareness regarding nutritious 
food and avoidance of HFSS foods.  

Providing nutrition education to sensitize the students about importance of balanced 
diet and emphasize on the ill effects of childhood obesity.  

ARTICLE ON DIETICIANS To be given by Deepti 

HOME SCIENCE 
Tourism 

Keeping in mind the vast canvas of employment within the tourism industry constant 
efforts are made to provide hands on experience to our students in order for them to 
understand the nuances of the industry.  

In the recent past our students have:  

Visited hotels in the vicinity of the school to get a better understanding of the 
hospitality business.  

Created reports and demonstrations on Body Language and Social Etiquettes 
with an aim to enhance one’s work place etiquettes and soft skills.  

·Creating reports on UNESCO world heritage sites in India with a focus on 
understanding the impact and importance of these sites on the tourism 
industry.  

Bringing in a pool of knowledge about itinerary planning, product development 
and tourism business.  

PARENTS' FEEDBACK 
 

PARENTS' FEEDBACK 

CLUBS 

Education is not a preparation for life, it is life. 



The emphasis on the holistic development will not only make learning a 
more joyful process, it will nurture innate talent and develop skills in 
youth- an invaluable asset for a developing nation.  

Envisaging an environment that nurtures children by unleashing varied 
opportunities to prune them and helping them acquire education beyond the 
dynamics of academics, the school runs different clubs that foster their co – 
curricular streak, putting their acquisition and knowledge to use in different 
contexts by correlating their academic skills and the real outside world. The 
agenda is to cultivate their imaginative endeavours to make them become the 
most refined versions of themselves. At the same time, emphasis is laid on the 
fact that the activities done in various clubs are in accord with interest and 
ability of various age groups. These club activities aim at helping students 
develop a sense of unity and teamwork, and assisting each other in achieving 
the common goals, learning the importance of team spirit by developing social 
skills. 

Here's a glimpse of the different clubs hosted by the school. 

YOGA 

“Yoga is the dance of every cell with music of every breath and creates 
inner serenity and harmony.” 

Yoga plays a vital role in ensuring one’s physical and mental well-being. Each 
activity undertaken by the Yoga club aims to bolster up children’s health, 
bringing their mind in sync with their body through different yogic postures. 
The club initiates activities that enable the students to have good health, 
mental and physical hygiene, equanimity of mind and integration of moral 
values. 

 

AEROBICS AND ZUMBA 



‘Ditch the workout, join the party’ 

In addition to being dance forms, Zumba and Aerobics are an effective 
workout that facilitate an environment for energetic group exercises to our 
students who love grooving on upbeat music. The exercises done in the club 
instil in our children the exuberance to move to music while having a good 
time with no rhythms required. 

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 

“There’s nothing like music to relieve the soul and uplift it” 

By providing a wide array of instruments like the tabla, the sitar, the guitar and 
the keyboard, the club intends to promote taste and talent among students by 
organizing a broad spectrum of activities to cultivate their musical talent. 
Playing these instruments recruits different parts of the brain, including regions 
that process vision, sound movement and memory. The club aims to spark 
children’s curiosity and ignite a lifetime passion for instrumental music. 

 

 

VOCAL MUSIC 

“Music shouldn’t be just a tune, it should be a touch.” 

Giving melodious rhythm to their voice, the vocal music club aims to teach a 
variety of classical songs to children, bringing them closer to understanding 
the nuances of vocal music. The club has been conducting activities that have 
helped children grow musically and gives participants the chance to exhibit 
their artistic elan by tuning their voice with musical notes. 

 

INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCE 

“If you have dream of dance, don’t leave any chance of dance” 



The club aims to foster children’s understanding of the rich literary and cultural 
heritage of India through the various Indian classical dance forms like Kathak 
and India dance. The quintessence of sweetness, beauty and power, this art 
form is a prayer and meditation which stimulates children’s concentration and 
creativity. 

 

WESTERN DANCE 

“Dancing is the loftiest, the most moving, the most beautiful of the arts, 
because it is not mere translation or abstraction from life; it is life itself.” 

Dancing is experiencing liberation in the truest sense of the word. While one 
dances, it’s not just the body but every cell that pulsates with life. In the 
western dance club, training on dance forms like Contemporary and Jazz is 
imparted to children, giving them an appropriate platform to have their artistic 
explorations. The school has been an active participant of such competitions 
at different levels. 

HERITAGE CLUB 

“A nation’s culture resides in the hearts and the souls of its people” 

Our heritage club forms an integral part of students’ learning process. This 
experiential learning facilitates students’ understanding of history and society 
and infuses values of respect for cultural diversity and tolerance in them. 
Some of the activities undertaken by the students were the Madhubani book 
mark making, comic strip making of stories, learning about the Henna art etc. 

NATURE CLUB 

“Nature is the purest portal to inner peace” 

The club was formed with the objective to sensitise and create awareness 
among the students about nature. It focuses on promoting and 
monitoring  sustainable activities in the society, spreading environmental 
education among people. Terrarium making, Herbarium making, identifying 
and studying the different types of eco system, wild life sanctuaries and 
biosphere reserves etc are some of the activities conducted by the club. 



 

HOME SCIENCE 

“Home Economics stands for the ideal home life today unhampered by 
the traditions of the past and the utilization of all the resources of 
modern science to improve home life.” 

The club aims to impart scientific and systematic knowledge about various 
aspects of family living to the students and enables them with skills to lead a 
well balanced life. Learning  table manners, restaurant manners, Label 
Analysis, use of fork and knife, planning and evaluating parties, Cooking 
without Fire are some of the activities undertaken by the club. 

 

 

MATHEMATICS CLUB 

“Pure mathematics is, in its own way, the poetry of logical ideas.” 

Mathematics club of the school is dedicated to students who wish to explore 
and comprehend Mathematics beyond the classroom. The club majorly 
stresses on designing activities that collaborate logic with fun, are exciting to 



learn and are full of wonder. The activities make the student rack their brains 
and trim their mathematical development. 

ART AND CRAFT CLUB 

“Art is not a handicraft, it is the transmission of feelings the artist has 
experienced.” 

The club allows space for children to express themselves by unveiling their 
imagination in the most creative ways. They are taught extensive use of 
different types of colours, allowing them to create pieces of art unique to their 
minds. The experience is therapeutic for them. 

FAREWELL 

Farewell, Batch of 2022! 

Students from class 11 had organised this special memory that was going to be imprinted in 
the hearts of the outgoing batch. They had been through a wild roller coaster ride while 
preparing for a day that their seniors had dreamt of since forever! Not only did they set the 
stage on fire with their dazzling moves on some ravishing tunes, but also left a poignant 
impact for all the teachers and the outgoing batch with a nostalgic musical portraying their 
magical school years. 

With emotions filled in the air, the realisation of how the lives as they knew till date would 
now change, as they leave the nest, spread their wings and soar high in the sky! Gratitude 
was expressed through words and tears. 

 
 

IN THE NEWS 

IN THE NEWS 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
PROGRAMMES Besides the below mentioned events our 

students ahve been actively participating in events to raise funds for 
COVID patients. 

CULTURAL 
EVENTS  



MYRIADS 

GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka organized its first virtual inter-
school competition ‘MYRIADS’. Spanning from September 16th – 
26th , 2020, ‘MYRIADS’ as a platform aimed at bringing forth an 
amazing potpourri of activities, that were customized not only to 
challenge student’s perspicacity and agility and but also gave them 
an opening to showcase their distinctive talent in all principalities of 
the co-curricular purview.  

Schools from all across Delhi participated in the mammoth event 
and the participants brought forth au courant perspectives to the 
fore.  

GDGPSD as a torch bearer educational institution designed this 
bespoke event to mitigate the effects of this pandemic on mental 
health and physical well-being of students. This dais provided 
prospects for holistic and well-rounded development of children and 
aimed to instill values like team spirit, hope, solidarity, introspection 
and rising above glitches in life.  

We congratulate all participating schools and students for their 
enthusiastic involvement and extend felicitations to all the 
winners.  

GD Goenka Public School, Dwarka organized its first virtual inter-
school competition ‘MYRIADS’. Spanning from September 16th – 
26th, 2020, ‘MYRIADS’ as a platform aimed at bringing forth an 
amazing potpourri of activities, that were customized not only to 
challenge student’s perspicacity and agility and but also gave them 
an opening to showcase their distinctive talent in all principalities of 
the co-curricular purview.  

Schools from all across Delhi participated in the mammoth event 
and the participants brought forth au courant perspectives to the 
fore.  

GDGPSD as a torch bearer educational institution designed this 
bespoke event to mitigate the effects of this pandemic on mental 
health and physical well-being of students. This dais provided 
prospects for holistic and well-rounded development of children and 
aimed to instill values like team spirit, hope, solidarity, introspection 
and rising above glitches in life.  



CULTURAL 
EVENTSCULTU
RAL EVENTS 
GOENKAN COLLOQUIUM 

MUN  

Model United Nations is a simulation of the United Nations and 
its other multilateral bodies where students perform an 
ambassador role while debating nad caucusing on topics such 
as gender equality, climate action, global health, and more. The 
Conference provides an opportunity to prepare students to be 
the next generation of global leaders.  

CULTURAL 
EVENTSCULTU
RAL EVENTS 

BONSAI BLISS  

Green fingers are the extensions of a verdant heart and when 
GD Goenka Public School Dwarka provided its teachers with an 
opportunity to learn the art of making a Bonsai on February 6th, 
then we knew it was a time to rejoice. Under the mentorship of 
Mr Jaipal Singh, a veteran soldier and an ace Bonsai artist, the 
teachers of the school kindled their passion for this rare art.  

Learning is a life long process and can be intriguing even for the 
mentors. It indeed was awe inspiring to watch living art being 



created right in front of our eyes and we look forward to more 
such exquisite experiences. After all, this bespoke holistic 
approach defines the Goenkan creed.  

Pragya Dabas of XI C bagged the covetous first prize on National 
level and Vaishnavi Sridhar of class XI C has bagged the fourth 
prize at Delhi State level in the pan-India Heartfulness Essay 
writing competition. 
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